This report is dedicated to those mighty goats who fight valiantly for the freedom to speak their mind.
What has America become?

Editor,

Has America become the land of the special interest and home of the double standard?

Let's see; if we lie to the Congress, it's a felony and if the Congress lies to us it's just politics; if we dislike a black person, we're racist and if a black dislikes whites, it's their 1st Amendment right; the government spends millions to rehabilitate criminals and they do almost nothing for the victims; in public schools you can teach that homosexuality is OK, but you better not use the word God in the process; you can kill an unborn child, but its wrong to execute a mass murderer; we don't burn books in America, we now rewrite them; we got rid of the communist and socialist threat by renaming them progressives; we are unable to close our border with Mexico, but have no problem protecting the 38th parallel in Korea; if you protest against President Obama's policies you're a terrorist, but if you burned an American flag or George Bush in effigy it was your 1st Amendment right.

You can have pornography on TV or the internet, but you better not put a nativity scene in a public park during Christmas; we have eliminated all criminals in America, they are now called sick people; we can use a human fetus for medical research, but it's wrong to use an animal.

We take money from those who work hard for it and give it to those who don't want to work; we all support the Constitution, but only when it supports our political ideology; we still have freedom of speech, but only if we are being politically correct; parenting has been replaced with Ritalin and video games; the land of opportunity is now the land of hand outs; the similarity between Hurricane Katrina and the gulf oil spill is that neither president did anything to help.

And how do we handle a major crisis today? The government appoints a committee to determine who's at fault, then threatens them, passes a law, raises our taxes; tells us the problem is solved so they can get back to their reelection campaign.

What has happened to the land of the free and home of the brave?

-- Ken Huber
-- Tawas City

Paradoxical Quote of The Day From Ben Stein:
"Fathom the hypocrisy of a government that requires every citizen to prove they are insured... but not everyone must prove they are a citizen."

Now add this, "Many of those who refuse, or are unable, to prove they are citizens will receive free insurance paid for by those who are forced to buy insurance because they are citizens."

Think about that for a while
Man jailed for leaving a bacon sandwich outside a mosque is found dead in prison halfway through his 12-month sentence

- Kevin Crohan, 35, was found dead in his cell at HMP Bristol on Tuesday.
- He was serving a one-year sentence for racist attack on a Bristol mosque.
- Crohan and accomplices left bacon sandwiches outside the building.
- They also left a St George flag outside with 'No Mosques' written on it.

By Joseph Curtis for MailOnline
PUBLISHED: 07:09, 30 December 2016 | UPDATED: 16:37, 30 December 2016

A man jailed after leaving bacon sandwiches outside a mosque has been found dead in his cell.

Kevin Crohan, 35, was halfway through a one-year prison sentence he received in July after admitting the racially-motivated attack on the Jamaal Mosque in Bristol earlier this year.

He was accompanied by Alison Bennett, 46, and Mark Bennett, 46, and Angelina Swales, 31, who also pleaded guilty over the incident.

Islamic teacher who sexually abused girl, 11, as he taught her the Koran spared jail because his wife doesn't speak English

- Suleman Maknojia, 40, squeezed girl's chest under her prayer scarf.
- Attacks took place as he gave lessons in Arabic to girl and her brothers.
- Father of six convicted of five counts of sexual activity with a child.
- He was handed a suspended sentence after judge told family to rely on him.

By Daily Mail Reporter

An Islamic teacher who repeatedly molested a terrified girl of 11 as he taught her the Koran has escaped jail because his wife doesn't speak English.

Suleman Maknojia, 40, repeatedly rubbed the youngster's leg and reached under the folds of her prayer headscarf to touch her chest.

He was given a suspended sentence because the court heard the father of six's family were so dependent on him and he was ill with kidney problems.

Maknojia was supposed to be giving the girl and her two brothers private tuition.

He was said to have favoured the girl and claimed the touching was done to reassure her.

But his confused victim became terrified whenever lessons were due.

He was finally reported to police after the children's mother overheard her two sons aged 13 and seven, talking about the incidents.

Maknojia was a respected hafiz – a

Spared prison: Islamic teacher Suleman Maknojia
A Canadian judge has ruled that parents who fail to recognise and affirm the gender identity of their gender-confused children are guilty of “family violence.”

British Columbia Supreme Court Justice Francesca Marzari found the father of a 14-year-old girl guilty after he publicly and privately referred to his daughter as a girl, despite the fact that she now identifies as a boy.

According to Marzari’s ruling the father’s “expressions of rejection of [his daughter’s] gender identity, both publicly and privately, constitutes family violence (against the child).”
Most bestiality is legal, declares Canada's Supreme Court

The Court left it up to Parliament to better define the term

Felix Garcia  New York | @felixjase | Thursday 9 June 2016 16:09

Sex acts with animals are legal in Canada, so long as there is no penetration involved, according to a surprise ruling issued by the Supreme Court.

Princeton University professor says, sex with dogs is harmless: ‘I know women who say it pleases them.’

He also refuses to call sex with children wrong: 'the issue is whether it harms the ten year old.'
Sweden has been on the receiving end from some negative press and even a controversial tweet from Donald Trump.

Since loosening their immigration restrictions nearly a decade ago, then assuming a leadership role in opening their doors to migrants in the 2015 ‘Refugee’ Crisis, Sweden has, consequently, witnessed some undesirable side effects.

Sexual assault, robberies, bombings, explosions, violent crime, gang-related murders, etc., have all increased in recent years. Their politically correct approach to collecting crime data has left some superficial bafflement in ascertaining causal factors explain the uptick in crime.

A woman who allegedly stabbed a man in self-defense while she was being raped has been arrested for attempted murder.

In Denmark, a 17-year-old girl was threatened with prosecution for using pepper spray—which was illegal—to ward off a potential rapist.

Sadly, this isn’t the first time the Swedish authorities have seemingly failed to deliver justice to the victim.

In 2016, a wheelchair-bound woman who claimed to have been gang-raped had her alleged attackers released after she was thought not to have fought back hard enough or attempting to escape, implying consent.

43% of rapes in Sweden were committed against children.

Only 1 in 5 foreign rapists in Sweden were deported in 2017.
In response to yet another backward decision by Rotherham Council, the Ministry of Justice said that urgent efforts would be taken to “address the failings in this case”.

Yet – two years down the line – nothing has happened, and victims of the horrific Rotherham grooming scandal that saw over 2,000 children raped and of which Sammy helped to expose, now face even more stress and betrayal.

Other victims have recently reported the horror of having to see their rapists walking down their streets, with one woman stating that upon seeing her tormentor, who had been released on bail by a weak justice system, she had felt so terrified that she ran into a nearby shop and wet herself.
The Queen was introduced to leaders by the Prime Minister @10DowningStreet each representing the allied nations that took part in D-Day. #DDay75

FLEES HOMELAND FOR FEAR OF LIFE
BRINGS 100FT FLAG TO SUPPORT HOMELAND
Two Wives - Two Houses
In #Sweden you get one FREE house for every wife. Full Video: bitchute.com/video/y0T2h4oi...

2:05 PM · Sep 2, 2019 · Twitter Web Client

46 Retweets 67 Likes

Child Of Europe @ChildOfEurope · 19h
Replying to @ChildOfEurope
Three Wives - Three Houses... for FREE!!! only in #Sweden sputniknews.com/europe/2017091...

Syrian Migrant With 3 Wives, 16 Kids Handed 3 Chic Homes at Swedish Resort
Altogether now

2+2=5
- War is peace
- Freedom is slavery
- Ignorance is strength

UK Hate Crime Laws

What is hate crime?

If someone does something that isn’t a criminal offence but the victim, or anyone else, believes it was motivated by prejudice or hate, we would class this as a ‘hate incident’. Though what the perpetrator has done may not be against the law, their reasons for doing it are. This means it may be possible to charge them with an offence.

6:26 PM · Oct 7, 2019 · Twitter for Android

35 Retweets 55 Likes

Zimbabwe pleads for $1.3bn in food aid to prevent mass starvation

Robert Mugabe and Grace Mugabe

The government of Zimbabwe led by the President Robert Mugabe now says that it wishes to see the return of white farmers. The country's economy has in many areas suffered from years of government sanctioned harassment.

Meanwhile: Robert Mugabe eats giant cake at birthday party in drought zone
Two dads are better than one

By Ginger Gorman

Becoming parents was hard work for gay couple, Pete and Mark but they'd do it all again if they had to.

A shiny child’s bike lies on its side on the front lawn of an immaculate garden.

Around the back gay dads Pete and Mark chase their sons pet chickens around, trying to catch them.

Drake, 5, exclaims that the little birds are too fast for him.

It’s a happy, relaxed family scene. But it wasn’t an easy road to get there. After many hurdles, Drake was born by surrogacy in Russia.

“We decided that we would have a child, that it was time for us to have a family. We wanted to experience the joys of fatherhood and we started our surrogacy journey in the United States back in 2002,” Pete said.

At the time, Pete and Mark were living and working in the US.

“Surrogacy laws and laws are much easier in the United States,” Mark said.

Proud dads Pete (left) and Mark (right), had their son Drake by surrogacy in Russia. (Ginger Gorman - ABC)

\[Image\]

HE was a child star but all for the wrong reasons.

He made his debut at just 22-months old - not for a toy store advertisement or even a family-friendly PG film.

This was for hardcore global pornographic syndication.

He would be filmed being sexually abused by his "adoptive parents" and at least eight other pedophiles in Australia, France, Germany and the United States.

His horrific introduction to the insidious world of pedophilia dated back to 2004 when his Russian mother sold him for $8,000 to a member of Boy Lovers - a sophisticated global network of men whose sexual preference are boys aged between six and eight years old.

The boy was "adopted" by American Mark Newton who lived in Brisbane and Cairns with his Australian boyfriend, Peter Trump.

Such was the extent of the abuse, the boy, who will be called Adam for legal reasons, grew up believing the abuse and exploitation was a natural part of his daily existence.

Newton even coached Adam on how to deny any inappropriate activity if questioned by investigators.

He was so indoctrinated that when interviewed by a group of US experts, Adam did not reveal the sexual abuse he suffered at the hands of his "parents" and the Boy Lovers network.

Queensland Police Taskforce Argos, which targets pedophiles, also fear the same techniques may have been used on several other children who came into contact with the men.

Newton and Trump’s secret life began to unravel at a New Zealand home in August 2011 when a fan of their work and fellow sex offender was arrested with computer disks containing ‘happy snaps’ of Adam and his parents among images of child exploitation.

To the untrained eye, the pictures depicted a family outing, but to a network of veteran detectives the snaps triggered rage campaigns.

\[Image\]
School district threatens parents that children could be put in foster care over lunch debt

BY SOPHIE LEWIS
JULY 18, 2018 / 3:56 PM / CBS NEWS

Don't Separate Families at the Border, Don't Expropriate the Holocaust

Jun 21, 2018 | by Rabbi Abraham Cooper

The images emanating from the border are powerful enough to inspire people to act without deploying Holocaust imagery.

As an Orthodox rabbi, it is not for me to comment on U.S. Attorney General Sessions’ invoking the New Testament to justify separating children from parents who were caught trying to illegally enter the U.S. at the Mexican border. Suffice it to say that New York Cardinal Timothy Dolan, who represents 2.6 million Catholics, called the crackdown “unbiblical.”

Maura Healey
@MassAGO

#BREAKING In a defeat for the gun lobby and a victory for families everywhere, the First Circuit has upheld the Massachusetts assault weapons ban. Once again, the courts have agreed that the people of our state have the right to protect themselves by banning these deadly weapons.

United States Court of Appeals
For the First Circuit

No. 18-1549

DAVID SETH NOMAN; ANTHONY LINDIEN; JASON WILLIAM SAWYER; PAUL NELSON CHAMBERLAIN; GUN OWNERS’ ACTION LEAGUE, INC., ON TARGET TRAINING, INC.; GUNWATCH OUTPOST

Plaintiffs, Appellants,
As our top law enforcement officer, the AG must be truthful and uphold the law. Sessions cannot continue to serve. He should resign.
6/13/17, 3:30 PM

@realDonaldTrump’s firing of Jeff Sessions brings us one step closer to a constitutional crisis. Congress must act to ensure that Special Counsel Mueller can do his job without interference.
11/7/18, 1:32 PM

Omar Kahdr throws IEDs and kills soldiers at 17- He was a child! Leave him alone!

High school kid smirks- No forgiveness! Ruin his life. Burn the school!

Same People.
4:47 PM · Jan 21, 2019 · Twitter Web Client

Debbie Wasserman Schultz, who rigged the Democratic Party primary so only Hillary Clinton could win, and was forced to resign because of it, is questioning Michael Cohen, who is going to federal prison for lying, about whether Trump rigged the election. You can't make this up! 🤣
Hispanic activist @TonyYapias, who criticized Trump’s comments about Mexican rapists, has been charged with rape.

Prominent Latino activist Tony Yapias charged with rape
fox13now.com

Liberals: If you disagree with us we’re going to shut off your internet, social media, videos, banking, etc

Also Liberals: Trust us to provide you healthcare

9:06 PM - 8 Aug 2018

WHEN THIS PHOTO WAS TAKEN IN 1987...

...PELOSI AND SCHUMER WERE MEMBERS OF CONGRESS BLAMING REAGAN FOR ALL OF OUR PROBLEMS.

32 YEARS LATER, PELOSI AND SCHUMER ARE STILL MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, BUT NOW THEY’RE BLAMING TRUMP FOR ALL OF OUR PROBLEMS.
Milwaukee: After Police Refuse to Help, Roommates Solve Burglary On Their Own, Then They Were Arrested

April 20, 2019  &  Matt Agorist  &  News  &  0

Milwaukee, WI — Earlier this month, Nicole Schneider and Jesse Rodriguez, along with their roommate, who remains unnamed, were burglarized. After being robbed of their computers, clothes, and other items, these roommates did what anyone else would’ve done and they called 911. But they received no help from police and resorted to solving their own crime—an act that would land one of them in a jail cell.

“He had slipped into the window next to ours, into my roommates bedroom,” said Schneider. “Grabbed a bunch of his stuff and walked out the front door and grabbed my laptop as he walked out.”

After they reported the crime to police, Schneider started watching Craigslist and saw her computer go up for sale. So, she called the Milwaukee police department to let them know she found the culprit—twice.

TRENDING ON DC CLOTHESLINE:

- Why Does This High Profile Mass Shooting Victim Have FOUR Death Certificates?
- Notre Dame Fire: Here’s What We Know About What Started It

“I was dead certain it was my computer,” she said. “And I called the police again and the man who answer the phone was like, ‘Oh they were supposed to call you back, but they never did.’”

After not getting any help from police, as TMZ reports, “Schneider and her roommate set up a meeting with the suspected burglar at the West Milwaukee Starbucks. Her roommate went inside to meet him. He matched the serial number to Schneider’s computer and then noticed that the suspected burglar was wearing his clothes.”

When Schneider’s roommate saw this man wearing his clothes, he became upset and tried to get back his things, right there on the spot.

“That is when my roommate just got completely upset seeing this gentleman was wearing his shoes,” said Schneider.

The fight spilled out into the Starbucks and when police arrived, both men were arrested. Schneider’s roommate was charged with battery and disorderly conduct for confronting the man who had stolen from him.

“When we have a lead you ignore us, so you are kind of forced into the position to investigate or look into the leads you might have,” said Rodriguez.

According to police, the man selling the stolen goods was only charged with possession of stolen goods and not the burglary because the burglary took place one county over. The buck was then passed from West Milwaukee police who said that it would have to be the Milwaukee police department who would need to charge him with burglary—because it happened in their jurisdiction.

So far, according to the report, only the computer and the designer shoes have been returned and the rest of the items remain missing. Now, thanks to the passing of the buck, the thieves will have plenty of time to get the stolen goods out of the house and make up a story as to how they came into possession of the sneakers and computer.

The Milwaukee police department issued a statement after this story went public advising citizens that if they ever see their stolen property online, not to confront them and call the cops instead. If police ignore you, like the cops did in the story above, the Milwaukee police department advises you to call back and ask for a supervisor.

Had the roommates told police that the burglar had stolen some marijuana from them, rest assured, these cops would have jumped up out of their seats to get right over there.

As TFTP frequently reports, not only is it a crap shoot to call the police, but it’s a terribly rigged crap game in which the house almost always wins—and you lose, just like in the above story.

What’s more, researchers found that less than 5 percent of all calls throughout the country dispatched to police are made quickly enough for officers to stop a crime or arrest a suspect. The 911 bottom line: “cases in which 911 technology makes a substantial difference in the outcome of criminal events are extraordinarily rare.”

Also, as the above case illustrates, it’s very risky.

Calling 911 for help and then being victimized or killed by police happens far too often. Earlier this year we reported on the story of Kevin Davis, who called 911 to report that his girlfriend had been stabbed. When cops got to his apartment, they killed him.

Previously we reported the story of a decorated Army veteran who called 911 for help with a cut foot. When police showed up at his house, they killed him.

TFTP also brought you the story of a man who called 911 to report a wanted gunman. When police showed up they shot the man who called them instead of the gunman.

Sadly, more often than not, this is what happens when you call the cops. Disturbingly enough, police also show up to 911 calls and sexually assault the ones who called them.

Former state trooper, 36-year-old Samuel H. McHenry II managed to get off with minimal jail time after raping a car accident victim and leaving her stranded afterward.

Officer Micah Meurer responded to a call at a 22-year-old woman’s northwest Amarillo home last year when she was in distress. The officer was later fired after it was exposed that Meurer forced himself on her and raped her.

Kay Fields, a police officer from Chattanooga, Tennessee was accused of sexually harassing and stalking a rape victim that he claimed to be helping with a criminal case.

Fields reportedly stalked the woman, parking out in front of her house on numerous occasions, and contacting her on a frequent basis.

According to a lawsuit recently filed by the victim, Fields attempted to call her 73 times in one night, and would frequently text her, requesting nude photographs and making obscene demands. As this case and the rest of the above cases illustrate, the list goes on.

Courtesy of The Free Thought Project

Matt Agorist is an honorably discharged veteran of the USMC and former intelligence operator directly tasked by the NSA. This prior experience gives him unique insight into the world of government corruption and the American police state. Agorist has been an independent journalist for over a decade and has been featured on mainstream networks around the world. Agorist is also the Editor at Large at the Free Thought Project. Follow @MattAgorist on Twitter, Steemit, and now on Minds.
It’s wrong to blame Somali Americans for the Ohio State attack: slate.me/2gTXHiy

After Christchurch, we need more blame, not less.
The Christchurch Shootings Should Implicate All White Australians
slate.com

Doctor who decapitated baby during botched birth cleared to return to work

Government drops doctor who says gender given at birth

Dr Vaishnavy Laxman can now return to work (Picture: Cavendish)
ICE freed 300 of the 680 illegal aliens arrested in Mississippi on ‘humanitarian grounds.’

This is absolutely ridiculous.

An American citizen would NEVER be released from jail on ‘humanitarian grounds’ just because they had kids!
5-Year-Old Autistic Boy ‘Labeled a Sexual Predator’ for Hugging Another Child

By Pluralist | Sep 25, 2019

A Tennessee mother said her autistic son’s elementary school accused him of sexual harassment over his innocent contact with classmates.

Summary Putnam said her son’s teacher at East Ridge Elementary called her around three weeks ago and told her to talk to her 5-year-old son Nathan about “boundaries,” ABC affiliate WTVC reported.

Felicity Huffman gets 14 days in prison in college admissions scandal

Homeless mother who sent six-year-old son to better school in the wrong town jailed for five years

By Graham Smith for MailOnline
VICE

Yesterday at 8:00 PM

It doesn't have to be a disaster.

TONIC.VICE.COM
Sometimes Cheating Can Make a Relationship Stronger

The American Psychological Association says monogamy is the new bigotry.

According to these mental health experts, open marriages are the tolerant approach to intimacy—and they've launched a task force to prove it to the world.

The Daily Signal

6:00 AM - 19 Jul 2019

34 Retweets 43 Likes

Tip Psychologists Group Member Advocates ‘Nonjudgmental Posture’ to...

7. Be kind to women in customer service positions. Tip them extra. (But not in a creepy way.)

Also Vice “News”:

9. Don’t maintain a double standard for... anything, ever.
Prison: The ideal leftist society

- No need to work
- Free housing
- Free healthcare
- Free food
- Free education
- Free utilities

- Everyone is treated equally
- Everyone is economically equal
- A 'diverse' population filled with ethnic minorities
- Only the law enforcement officials have guns

Cake or Death @Johncole · 13h
If you’re pouring bleach on food to keep homeless people from eating it, it’s really time to sit down, think about your life choices, and try to pinpoint what decision led you down the road to becoming a fucking monster.

NowThis @nowthisnews
Kansas City officials poured bleach on food meant for people who are homeless, rather than let a community org serve food without a permit.

they were met by police and the Health Department
Youth who bashed two female cops walks free after saying he can 'get away with anything' because he's black

- Police followed Yak Dut when they saw him driving a car with a missing wheel
- The 21-year-old stopped outside his house and attacked the female officers
- The South Morang man claimed he wouldn't spend time in jail because he's black

By KELSEY WILKIE and CHARLOTTE KARP FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA

A man who bashed two female cops and threatened to kill them before telling police he wouldn't get locked up because he's black has walked free from jail.

Yak Dut was pursued by the female police officers when they saw him driving a Volkswagen with a missing wheel in February last year in Mill Park, near Melbourne.

Dut, then 21, stopped outside his house in South Morang and assaulted the officers so violently they were rushed to hospital.

Following his arrest, he threatened to hunt the women down and kill them with their own guns.

Dut was confident he would avoid jail because he's Kenyan-born with dark skin.

'I will get away with anything because I'm black. I will play the race card,' he told police.
South Africa back when Whites ruled
South Africa now under Black rule

REALITY

[[[HOLLYWOOD]]]
>white people have no culture
>white people need to be demographically replaced
>men are sexist pigs
>dating within your race is racist
>spending time with people like you is racist
>disagreeing with me is racist
>let us give your college admissions to other races or else you're racist
>let us give your jobs to other races or you're racist
>let us push interracial sex on your women or else you're racist
>import the third world and don't ask any questions about it or you're racist
>women should feel free to explore their sexuality
>women should spend their most fertile years on birth control and getting abortions
>women should be able to break up a marriage and receive alimony, custody, and half your net worth
>homosexuals are equal
>buttfucking is equal to your procreative marriage
>if you don't celebrate my manbutt fetish you're homophobic and should be fired
>bake me cake bigot
>your 9 year old boy wants to play outside so we need to drug him with amphetamines
>now he picked up a doll so now he needs hormones to switch genders
>your little boy is a girl now you fucking bigot stop arguing
>give me your guns bigot you don't need them
>wait what
>what are you doing
>WOAH WOAH WOAH WHY ARE YOU GETTING EXTREME
>YOU SHOULDN'T GET EXTREME
spare me

SWEDEN: CLASSMATES GANG RAPE 14Y/O GIRL IN SCHOOL, REMAIN ENROLLED BECAUSE “RAPISTS ARE VICTIMS TOO,” SAYS PRINCIPAL

Searchlight Germany, March 7, 2017:

A 14-year-old Swedish girl who was sexually abused in her school by two boys is now receiving her education at another school, while the attackers remain enrolled at their current school. One of them, a 16-year-old carrying the Arab name Ajuub, suffers from an “impaired ability to understand what is right and wrong,” the verdict stated. He was therefore punished mildly. Other school kids’ parents, as well as the principal, are now unhappy with the situation.

The gang rape was committed on the 30th of May last year at the restrooms of a school in Skane, in the south of Sweden. Both boys, Ajuub plus an unnamed 15-year-old, raped the victim vaginally as well as orally. They were sentenced in December, Sydvenskan reports. Ajuub was convicted to 100 hours of youth service plus 24 meetings with a social worker “in order to learn to make better decisions,” while the 15-year-old is considered by Swedish law to be too young to be held criminally responsible and has thus been set free.

The first few days following the sex assault, the girl, called Tindra, was too afraid to tell her mother about the ordeal, not daring to go back to school again. Apparently, the youngest assailant had spread rumours about the victim for several months, calling her “a whore that sells sex for money.” He also threatened the girl with violence.
Being fat isn’t your fault.
Getting pregnant as a teen isn’t your fault.
Flunking out of high school isn’t your fault.
Having STDs isn’t your fault.
But having an ancestor half a millennium ago whose feudal lord owned a slave, that’s totally on you.

Dan Arel
@danarel
I believe victims of rape.
5/12/17, 10:30 AM

@Xiaxue • 5/13/17
Replies to @danarel
@danarel raped me and his penis is tiny.

Dan Arel
@danarel
everyone please block and report @Xiaxue who is trying to accuse me of rape because I said I believe victims of rape.
5/14/17, 7:53 AM

STDs in L.A. County are skyrocketing. Officials think racism and stigma may be to blame
By Soumya Karlamangla
May 07, 2018 | 4:00 AM
Picture From Mars

Picture from any Bank Surveillance

OVER 5,000 YEARS OF EATING BREAD
AND IN LESS THAN A DECADE EVERYONE IS ALLERGIC TO GLUTEN
Why the hell do inmates get free food, but school kids don't!

IF METHADONE, CLEAN NEEDLES AND OTHER DRUG PARAPHERNALIA ARE FREE FOR ADDICTS BECAUSE THEY HAVE A “DISEASE”

WHY IS INSULIN AND DIABETIC SUPPLIES NOT FREE FOR THOSE WHO SUFFER FROM DIABETES?

1. We are advised to not judge ALL Muslims by the actions of a few lunatics, but we are encouraged to judge All Gun Owners by the actions of a few lunatics. Funny how that works.

And here is another one worth considering.

2. Seems we constantly hear about how Social Security is going to run out of money. How come we never hear about Welfare running out of money? What's interesting is the first group "worked for" their money, but the second didn't.

HOW IS THIS OK?

AND THIS IS NOT?

WHAT HAPPENED TO AMERICA?
>>216077299 (OP)
> Be average SF millennial
> Wake up in $3100/month studio
> Eat a piece of bread because no kitchen or money
> Carefully step over homeless junkie to leave building
> Hopscotch down street between human faces and syringes
> Pass protest against white people having children
> Take bus full of people with intense odor to social media job
> Spend 5 hours censoring social media to fight against Nazis honking at trannies
> Eat delivery lunch cooked by foreigners
> Spend 5 more hours censoring boomers quoting the Constitution
> Take bus home full of people with more intense odor
> Pass protest against not having AIDS
> Pay my last $5 for injection of AIDS blood to fight Nazism
> Continue home in heavy fog
> Slip on human diarrhea and fall face first into used syringes
> Out $5 and probably would have gotten AIDS anyway
> Twerk for homeless junkie so he'll let me in the building without stabbing me
> Pay $3100 to Chinese landlady
> Eat bread
> Fall asleep on pullout couch, grateful for progress
> Dream of socialist Utopia to come

**SO YOU'RE TELLING ME... IF A WOMAN SEES A PENIS AT A COLLEGE PARTY IT'S CONSIDERED SEXUAL ASSAULT**

**BUT IF A LITTLE GIRL SEES A PENIS IN THE LADIES ROOM IT'S CONSIDERED TOLERANCE?**
Paul Joseph Watson

Roseanne tweets something offensive: FIRED, entire show re-written.

Smollett fakes a hate crime, risks racial violence across America: He's already back on the set of Empire today.

One rule for them, another for everyone else.

6:46 PM - 21 Feb 2019

Thomas Sowell

"Have we reached the ultimate stage of absurdity where some people are held responsible for things that happened before they were born, while other people are not held responsible for what they themselves are doing today?"

5/13/18, 12:03 PM

LIBERAL HERO

CONSERVATIVE HERO

ANY QUESTIONS

SNOWFLAKEREPELLENT.COM
Sadiq Khan on why he allowed the Trump baby blimp: "Can you imagine if we limited freedom of speech because somebody's feelings might be hurt?"

Arrests for offensive Facebook and Twitter posts soar in London

625 arrests were made for alleged section 127 offences in

Educating Liberals

-Maxine Waters calls harm to Trump supporters
-Madonna wants to blow up the White House
-Kathy Griffin poses with a bloody Trump head
-Snoop Dogg makes a video executing Trump
-Johnny Depp wants Trump assassinated & etc....

But the rhetoric from the Right is causing violence? 😞
Andrew Chen
@andrewchen

American kids want to be youtubers, and the Chinese kids want to be astronauts.

What do you want to be when you grow up? Depends on where you are from

- Astronaut is a popular answer to “what do you want to be when you grow up?” in China, but less so in the US and UK.
- Vlogger/YouTuber is the most popular answer in the UK and US — about three times as likely to be chosen than astronaut.

**China**

- Astronaut: 56%
- Teacher: 52%
- Musician: 47%
- Professional athlete: 37%
- Vlogger/YouTuber: 18%

**United Kingdom**

- Vlogger/YouTuber: 30%
- Teacher: 25%
- Professional athlete: 21%
- Musician: 18%
- Astronaut: 11%

**United States**

- Vlogger/YouTuber: 20%
- Teacher: 26%
- Professional athlete: 23%
- Musician: 10%
- Astronaut: 11%

Matt Walsh
@MattWalshBlog

The Left: How dare you attack a 16 year old girl? She’s a child you monsters!

Also the Left:

Reza Aslan
@rezaaslan

Honest question. Have you ever seen a more punchable face than this kid’s?
Barbara Kay
@BarbaraRKay

Funny how blackface is about the worst thing you can do, because it mocks blacks, but drag queens mocking women are the darlings of society and we're told they are paying homage to women. Uh huh. Just saying...

Speedy Gonzales was banned by Cartoon Network for being an offensive stereotype, only to be returned after mass protest by the hispanic-american community.

Amy Mek @AmyMek · Oct 3

Migrants Laugh at France & taunt Marine Le Pen!

"We have managed to take over Paris even faster than the German Army in 1940. It took us just 3hrs!"

Meanwhile, Macron hunts Le Pen & has ordered her to stand trial for posting photos critical of ISIS & detailing their victims.

We have managed to take over Paris even faster than the German Army in 1940. It took us just 3 hours!
CHRISTIAN BAKERS REFUSED TO BAKE A CAKE FOR A GAY WEDDING BECAUSE IT’S AGAINST CHRISTIANITY
FINED $130,000

MUSLIM TRUCK DRIVER REFUSED TO DELIVER ALCOHOL BECAUSE IT’S AGAINST ISLAM
AWarded $240,000

I notice there are increasing calls to ban 8chan today while the shooter livestreamed his act on Facebook
Siobhan Thompson @vornietom 9h
My mum studied cults ("new religious movements" mum please don't tell me off) and her first and only rule of how to not get into a cult was "do not. Under ANY CIRCUMSTANCE!!! Debate them." Because they got debated into the cult and know the arguments that work.

54 1,167 4,293

Siobhan Thompson @vornietom 9h
So yeah that's why all those Alt-Right chodes are always yelling DEBATE MEEEEEEE every chance they get. Debate isn't a fair and reasoned discussion, it's an extremely effective recruitment tool.

35 384 1,926

Avi Yemini @OzraelAvi

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Christchurch: (60 Muslims killed)
- condemnation from the entire Muslim world
- worldwide rallies
- fundraisers
- PM of NZ wears a hijab and speaks Arabic
- minute of silence marked by Islamic call to prayer
Sri Lanka: (hundreds Christians killed)
- nothing

London bus attack: Lesbian couple viciously beaten in homophobic incident
Lesbian couple assaulted by group of young males blame rise of rightwing populism for growth in hate crime

(((attacked by muslims)))
WORLD’S FIRST LESBIAN BISHOP CALLS FOR CHURCH TO REMOVE CROSSES, TO INSTALL MUSLIM PRAYER SPACE

The Bishop of Stockholm has proposed a church in her diocese remove all signs of the cross and put down markings showing the direction to Mecca for the benefit of Muslim worshippers.

Eva Brunne, who was made the world’s first openly lesbian bishop by the church of Sweden in 2000, and has a young son with her wife and fellow lesbian priest Gunnilla Landén, made the suggestion to make three of other faiths more welcome.

The church targeted is the Seamen’s mission church in Stockholm’s eastern docks area. The Bishop held a meeting there this year and challenged the priest to explain what he’d do if a ship’s crew came into port who weren’t Christian but wanted to pray.

Calling Muslim guests to the church “unimaginable”, the Bishop later took to her official blog to explain that removing Christian symbols from the church and preparing the building for Muslim prayer doesn’t make a priest any less a defender of the faith. Rather, to do any less would make one “stingy towards people of other faiths”.

The bishop insisted this wasn’t an issue, after all airports and hospitals already had multi-faith prayer rooms, and converting the dockyard church would only bring it up to speed. Regardless, the remonstrance has caused protest.

Father Patrik Petterson, one of the priests in her diocese and active in the same parish as the Seaman’s mission church has hit back in a blog of his own, complaining there is no way you could equate a consecrated church with a prayer room, remarking “I should have thought a bishop would be able to tell the difference”.

Calling the bishop’s words “theologically unthinking”, he asked what was to be done with crucifixes screwed to the walls, and heavy items such as baptismal fonts.

“Ignoring the rhetorical mumbling”, Petterson wrote: “The only argument the Bishop Eva really put forward in support of her view is hospitality... How do you respond to that? Not much of a basis for discussion, as one colleague put it. The theological, ecclesiastical, pastoral and working issues are left untouched”.

The actual priest at the Seaman’s mission was left nonplussed by the comments of the Bishop when contacted by Dagens for comment.

As an independent mission the church operates outside of the diocese, and so the bishop has no authority there, a fact reflected by the response of the church director who said the bishop’s words were her business alone.

When asked whether she would be removing the cross from her church, Kati Werleberg responded: “I have no problem with Muslims or Hindus coming here and praying. But I believe that we are a Christian church, so we keep the symbols. If I visit a mosque I do not ask them to take down their symbols. It’s my choice to go in there”.

The upper echelons of the Church of Sweden, much like other national churches across Europe, see to be fully invested in the diversity mission.

Back in February, a parish church in multicultural paradise Malmö declared it would be holding a service in solidarity with the local Muslim community as a protest against a church by anti-Islamisation movement Pegida in the city.

The priest responsible told media: “During the protest, the Swedish Church is going to hold a service where we express joy for our city and our Muslim friends.

“There is strong support for diverse cultures in Malmö and it is important that the church is there to support that”.

Malmö is Sweden’s gateway to Europe, and is the main point of ingress to the Nordic nations for the thousands of migrants travelling through Europe from Africa and the East who have decided to make it home.

As a major bottleneck into the region, with a single bridge and ferry route connecting the country to the rest of Europe, the arrival of these migrants has heralded an unprecedented level of criminality in the city, as explained to Breitbart London by a recently retired senior police officer last month. Describing the ‘no-go’ zones that have spread up around the city and calling for greater border controls to get criminal migration under control, Chief Superintendent Torsten Ekofson said: “Years ago you could go with two officers, no problem. Now you have to send four officers and two cars – if the fire brigade want to go, they have to take a police escort. They throw stones and try to stop the grennans from putting out fires.

“They sabotage the police cars. You can’t leave them unguarded – when you come back to it you find the windows smashed and the tyres deflated. It isn’t quite a no-go zone, but we have had to develop special routines to go there”. 
Cher @cher

Those Who Can Must Take a DREAMER In2 Their Home & Protect Them!! I’m Ready 2 Do This & 🙏 Others in MY BUSINESS WILL DO THE SAME!! SANCTUARY
1:13 PM · 05 Sep 17 · Tweetbot for iOS

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump

Due to the fact that Democrats are unwilling to change our very dangerous immigration laws, we are indeed, as reported, giving strong considerations to placing Illegal Immigrants in Sanctuary Cities only....
9:38 AM · 12 Apr 2019

Cher @cher

I Understand Helping struggling Immigrants, but MY CITY (Los Angeles) ISN’T TAKING CARE OF ITS OWN.WHAT ABOUT THE 50,000+ US Citizens WHO LIVE ON THE STREETS. PPL WHO LIVE BELOW POVERTY LINE, & HUNGRY? If My State Can’t Take Care of Its Own (Many Are VETS) How Can it Take Care Of More
2:14 PM · Apr 14, 2019 · Tweetbot for iOS

Hillary Clinton @HillaryClinton

On this holy weekend for many faiths, we must stand united against hatred and violence. I’m praying for everyone affected by today’s horrific attacks on Easter worshippers and travelers in Sri Lanka.

Barack Obama @BarackObama

The attacks on tourists and Easter worshippers in Sri Lanka are an attack on humanity. On a day devoted to love, redemption, and renewal, we pray for the victims and stand with the people of Sri Lanka.

Harry Khachatrian @Harry116

Replying to @BarackObama
If only there was a single word for “Easter worshippers” 😢😢😢
6:32 PM · 21 Apr 2019

xurious @xuriousmusic

Suddenly there are Chrsitians, not Easter Worshippers, in Sri Lanka...

The New York Times @nytimes

Mobs of Christian men in Sri Lanka have been threatening and beating Muslims, dozens of residents said. “They even beat my kids,” said a Pakistani refugee who has lived in Sri Lanka for 2 years. nyti.ms/2ZymxL4

12:19 PM · 25 Apr 2019

3 Retweets 14 Likes

ΩmegaZ @Omega_Z1 1h

Replying to @xuriousmusic
“Or wwe, stop noticing the inconsistencies and coincidences you filthy gayim!”
NEWSWEEK: TIME TO RETHINK TABOO ON CANNIBALISM?

Since cannibalism is found throughout the animal kingdom and therefore is something natural, perhaps it is time for humans to rethink the “ultimate taboo” against eating human flesh, Newsweek proposes in an article Wednesday.

There is nothing necessarily unethical or unreasonable about eating human flesh, declare psychologists Jared Piazza and Neil McLaughie of Lancaster University, but careful reasoning over the merits of cannibalism is often “overridden by our feelings of repulsion and disgust.”
Apparently, it's a bad thing that the lineup for Miss Scotland is all Scottish.

@JonnyLambton

iain robertson @ypsiin delighted to see such a diverse lineup for miss scotland this year
Show this thread

6:03 AM - 28 Apr 2019
55 Retweets 222 Likes

@NagyHosok @NagyHosok - 1h
And they’re all women too; another blow against diversity

@TheDuke @JonnyLambton - 1h
and they’re all slim and attractive and not blokes in dresses, not very considerate of so many oppressed groups here

LIBERAL LOGIC:

BALTIMORE RIOTS
“THIS IS AN UPRISING! LOL”

OREGON MILITIA STAND OFF
“OMG, OREGON IS UNDER ATTACK!”
CPS Worker Defies Gag Order, Exposes Violent Child Sex Ring in State Foster System

10/06/2019 BY STILLNESS IN THE STORM — LEAVE A COMMENT

(Matt Agorist) A woman who previously worked for the Arizona DCS has broken her gag order and is speaking out about a horrifying child sex trafficking ring in which children are raped and tortured.

Related How Many Children Have Been Kidnapped by State CPS Agencies? One Woman Creates A Plaque for Each One

Source – The Free Thought Project

by Matt Agorist, September 17th, 2019

While many think that the state taking children from parents is a noble gesture to protect the child, all too often, the state removes kids from a bad situation and throws them into a situation akin to a horror film. Many times the children are taken from caring parents, who happened to hit a rough patch in their lives, and thrown into torturous and outright sadistic situations where they end up raped, tortured, and even murdered.
90% OF THE COUNTRY KNOWS
Beyonce is pregnant with twins

10% KNOW
That a 1999 civil suit determined the FBI & Memphis police helped orchestrate the murder of Martin Luther King, Jr.

When teenage thugs are called "troubled youth" by people on the political left, that tells us more about the mindset of the left than about these young hoodlums.

Thomas Sowell
Far left billionaire George Soros has been systematically targeting district attorney races throughout the United States. Several of his candidates have already won. His goal is to create havoc in communities.

In St. Louis City far left lunatic Kim Gardner took money from Soros in her race for St. Louis Circuit Attorney.

Soros funded PAC even released an ad in support of this far left and unqualified nutcase.

Kim Gardner created a list of originally 28 police officers but now the list is over 50 police officers who she will not accept their work because she claims they are racists.

Last week a suspect was arrested in the fatal shooting of 7-year-old Xavier Usanga in north St. Louis last Monday evening.

According to KSDK Usanga was shot and killed while playing outside of his Hyde Park home Monday, according to St. Louis Metro Police Chief John Hayden. An 18-year-old man standing nearby was injured in the backyard of the Usangas’ home, in the 3500 block of North 14th Street, just after 5 p.m. Monday evening.

The suspect confessed to the shooting that killed 7-year-old Usanga.

But when they brought this confession and evidence to the St. Louis City’s circuit attorney’s office Kim Gardner threw it out because she claims they are racists.
Ban On Eating Dogs & Cats Blocked in the UK Because it Might Offend East Asians

Clown world strikes again.

Published 39 mins ago on 19 September, 2019
Paul Joseph Watson

A legal ban on eating dogs and cats in the UK has been blocked over fears it might offend people from South-East Asian countries.

Somali parents in London send their children back to war-torn East African country because they say it is safer than the crime-hit capital

- Islington mayor estimates two in five Somali families send children home
- Rakhia Ismail is herself a mother of four who came to London as Somali refugee
- One 15-year-old boy was stabbed four times just 17 days after returning to the UK from Somaliland

By ISABELLA NIKOLIC FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 08:14 EDT, 28 May 2019 | UPDATED: 10:35 EDT, 28 May 2019

Hundreds of British parents are sending their teenage children back to East Africa to avoid the knife crime epidemic that has struck London and seen 51 murders this year.

And the teenagers say they feel safer there, despite the Foreign and Commonwealth office advising against all travel to Somalia and warning against the threat of terrorism across Kenya.

One Somali mother, Amina, was interviewed on the BBC’s Victoria Derbyshire programme and told the harrowing story of how her 15-year-old son was stabbed four times, just 17 days after he returned from a year-long stay in their homeland.

19th Century Scientist 21st Century Scientist

Must find an explanation for this phenomenon to truly understand nature

Must find data that fits my theory in order to win a Nobel Prize
AMAZON SELLS HOW-TO SUICIDE BOOKS BUT YANKS GAY REPARATIVE THERAPY GUIDES

NEWS: WORLD NEWS

by Bruce Walker • ChurchMilitant.com • July 15, 2019
23 Comments

Critics note hypocrisy of literary censorship

Last week, Amazon capitulated to a petition organized by a gay advocate identified as Sky Gray, elsewhere going by the name Rojo Alan from Peterborough, England. Alan’s petition resulted in the company refusing to sell books on gay conversion therapy.

These works, many of them written by Joseph Nicolosi, offer therapeutic advice on how to counter same-sex attractions.

Among the claims Alan made against conversion therapy is the statement, “Conversion therapy is destructive in all ways.”
Rotherham grooming gang: seven men guilty of sexual offences

These 25 white men – all Republicans – just voted to ban abortion in Alabama
WE LIVE IN A SOCIETY WHERE HOMOSEXUALS, TRANSVESTITES, BABY KILLERS, AND SOCIALISTS LECTURE US ON HUMAN BIOLOGY, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND ECONOMICS

Doing one of these will send you to jail:

FREE SPEECH

HATE SPEECH
ROBS STORE, ASSAULTS COP, GETS KILLED

3 WHITE HOUSE OFFICIALS AT HIS FUNERAL

SERVED HIS COUNTRY FOR OVER 30 YEARS, DIED IN COMBAT

0 WHITE HOUSE OFFICIALS AT HIS FUNERAL

WE LIVE IN A WORLD

WHERE TRAINED COPS CAN PANIC AND ACT ON IMPULSE BUT UNTRAINED CITIZENS MUST REMAIN CALM WITH A GUN IN THEIR FACE.
Martin Luther King said homosexuality was a mental illness that should be treated by a doctor. I am offended. The only possible response to his offensive opinion is to rename every street & tear down every statue of his. That's how this works, right?

Pinterest has been deleting all my trad or European stuff. Nothing else- just those types of things.

Perhaps its my tinfoil speaking, but I can't help feel like these things are targeted. One or two it would be one thing, but it's something just about every day now.

This is one of them... idk how this is offensive & worthy of being reported, but apparently it is.

Manwhile- you can probably see 32 girls buttholes on there if you wanted.

How a Cartoon Frog Became a Hate Symbol

Internet meme Pepe the Frog has gone through various incarnations over the years, most of them innocuous and amusing.

In September last year, appropriations of the smirking green frog as Adolf Hitler, a klansman and numerous racist CNN back at it again

Will the 'biological advantage' of straight people to reproduce be considered a violation of the equality principle?
A group of Hispanic white supremacists racially attacked a Black special needs student in Long Beach last week. And they all ran off when the other Black kids showed up. Many of these Hispanic gangs are allied with white extremists groups like the Aryan Nation & Neo Nazis.

My entire childhood I was bullied by other Black children for ‘acting white.’ What I know is that the children who said it about me were wrong and cruel. As a grown ass person, what I know is that white supremacy is to blame.

German headmaster suggested Christian girl wear a hijab to stop bullies

German headmaster suggested Christian girl wear a hijab to stop bullies - Voice of Europe
voiceofeurope.com

GLOBAL WARMING ALARMIST BARBRA STREISAND FLEW HER DOGS 10,000 MILES TO WATCH HER SING

Barbra Streisand, who regularly rings alarm bells about the looming dangers of global warming in the Trump-era, reportedly flew her dogs around the world to watch her sing at London’s British Summer Time concert.
Asylum seeker, 30, with 18 convictions and a history of violent crime is fighting to stay in the UK after claiming his human rights would be breached if he's sent back to Somalia

- A Somali asylum seeker, who came to UK aged 13, faces threat of deportation
- Previous judgements allowing him to stay were overturned by court of appeal
- His lawyers say deportation is against his human rights as he may face violence

By EMER SCULLY FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 05:29 EDT, 6 August 2019 | UPDATED: 09:35 EDT, 6 August 2019

A 30-year-old Somali asylum seeker who has racked up 18 convictions including drugs, firearms and theft offences could face deportation - but lawyers argue this is against his human rights.

The asylum seeker, identified only as MS, faces the threat of deportation after two previous judgements allowing him to stay in Britain were overturned by the Court of Appeal.

But his lawyers say he cannot be sent back to Mogadishu, Somalia, because as a member of the minority Ashraf clan he faces the threat of violence there, The Times reported.

Did Russia Affect the 2016 Election? It's Now Undeniable

In the wake of the Mueller indictment of a Russian troll farm, any attempt to claim that the 2016 election wasn’t affected by Russian meddling is laughable.
The image of the American flag subsumed to another and turned upside down on American soil.

Interesting how the BBC switch between “British” and “Muslim”, isn’t it?

23/09/2018, 11:22 am
Transgender woman caught filming in Target changing room

Posted: 5:40 PM, Jul 13, 2016
Updated: 6:40 PM, Jul 13, 2016
By: Alex Hider

Transgender MMA fighter breaks female opponent’s skull. Is it now OK for a man to hit a woman?

'I've never felt so overpowered ever in my life...'

Transgender Wyoming woman convicted of sexually assaulting 10-year-old girl in bathroom

By Fox News

De Blasio: There’s plenty of money in NYC — it’s just in the wrong hands

By Yana Golovn and Max Jaeger

Bill De Blasio’s wife can’t account for $850m of taxpayer money that he gave her for a mental health project

De Blasio’s wife can’t account for $850m given to mental health scheme ThriveNYC, the mental health scheme founded by Chirlane McCray, was given a budget of $850m to improve mental health care in the city, but has failed to track w...

dailymail.co.uk

5:14 AM - 1 Mar 2019
1,856 Retweets 1,402 Likes
Mom blames healthcare system after her son went blind from diet comprised of french fries and Pringles

DILLON THOMPSON, IN THE KNOW
Sep 8th, 2019 6:49PM

We live in an age where you can build an entire culture around anal sex & venereal disease & then parade the streets with giant dildos & call it Pride. But say you’re proud to come from a people that gave the world Aristotle, Shakespeare & Beethoven & you’re called a monster.

Disabling parts of the brain with magnets can change attitudes to immigrants, study finds

Scientists can use magnets to make you less religious and prejudiced
A joint team of American and British scientists have discovered that powerful magnetic pulses to the brain can temporarily change people's feelings on a variety of independent.co.uk

Breaking news: brain damage causes you to become more liberal

*HONK HONK*
2000 yrs old
built by
The Romans

6 yrs old....
built by
the Indiana Dept of Transportation
GENESIUSTIMES.COM

Millennials unsure how to pay off student debt but certain about how to run the US economy

UK: Muslim rape gang members get $625,050 in legal aid, victims get nothing

JUL 21, 2019 5:00 PM BY ROBERT SPENCER

45 COMMENTS

Of course. To deny these rapists legal aid would have been “Islamophobic.” But their victims do not belong to a group that the British government is anxious to appease, so they get nothing, as Britain circles the drain.
Chipotle Chooses to Fire Manager, Retrain Workers After Black Customers Were Asked to Pay Before Being Served

The manager of a Chipotle restaurant in St. Paul, Minnesota is out of a job after video posted by employees allegedly showing customers from an earlier night who were unable to pay for their food.

The manager, a black woman, said on Twitter that she had been employed at Grand Avenue for a year and said Thursday night was the first time she had been asked to pay before being served. She also said she had been given additional training.

The manager was fired after the video went viral on social media.

If you want to know the truth about Baltimore, pick up a copy of The City that Bleeds: Race, History, and the Death of Baltimore.

After it was dubbed a “disgusting, rat, rodent infested mess,” by President Trump, a bunch of white conservative supporters of his decision to travel to West Baltimore and clean up the city.

The result? This spontaneous act of momentary gentrification resulted in white conservatives picking up 12 tons of trash from the citizens of West Baltimore – mind you, the population is 83 percent black – had left all throughout the community, never cleaning it up but only augmenting the piles of refuse on a daily basis.

Enter the primarily white editorial board of The Baltimore Sun. They blasted the white conservatives who cleaned up the 83 percent black community of West Baltimore for “reinforces the tired image of our failing urban cores. That the poor people in this dilapidated city can’t take care of their own neighborhoods and all the public officials around them have failed as well. The bureaucratic, all-talk Democrats strike again. If a crowd of volunteers could clean up 12 tons of trash in 12 hours, how incompetent and helpless must Baltimoreans be if they can’t manage it in decades, right?”

Baltimore is a 70 percent black city.

West Baltimore is neighborhood in Baltimore that is 83 percent black.

Terrorist: “Subscribe to PewDiePie!”

Reaction: “PewDiePie is dangerous and inspires violent white supremacists through comedy.”

Terrorist: “Allahu Akbar!!!”

Reaction: “Well, obviously this has nothing to do with Islam. Don’t blame the religion for what it commands. Stop hate!”
The Symbol Of The New America.
A Bridge Designed By A Diversity Hire, Built By Illegals, And Made Out Of Imported Materials.

UC. Berkeley " No Whites Allowed Day "

This is your country. WTH?

This year's Swedish film festival is featuring an empowered short film called "Fuck You," which is about a stunningly brave black girl who uses a stolen strap-on dildo on her boyfriend to show him what it really means to be a Swedish man.
27 million Black people are still owned as slaves today in Muslim countries. No Liberal ever complains about that.

Ryan Fournier
@RyanAFournier

The media won’t believe Attorney General Barr, but they believed Jussie Smollett.

Let that sink in.
10:20 PM · 09 May 19 · Twitter for iPhone

11.7K Retweets  29.3K Likes

Clearly this sad green frog signifies white supremacy, antisemitism, phobia & other liberal buzzwords!

Allahu Akbar!!!

Motives are unclear...
When our most-trusted fact-checker does not understand the meaning of the word ‘satire’:

---

**The Babylon Bee**

@TheBabylonBee

**UPDATE:** we have been notified by Snopes that this story is not true. We would like to retract it. Ocasio-Cortez did not appear on The Price Is Right and guess that everything is free. We apologize for the confusion.

---

**A hispanic white supremacist confessed to racially targeting a Black family in a failed drive by shooting at a Palm Springs hotel**

---

**Kacey Allupinyamouf Campbell**

Probably A Member Of The Qué Qué Qué...
So we have a jew, muslim, black, black, mulatto jew, most jewish man in existence, black and another black on the House Judiciary Hearing on Criminalizing Nationalism for Whites. Not one White person to represent US in OUR nation. This is what future tribunals will look like.

...and the person they claim who is most-qualified to speak on behalf of all white men is a black woman.

Nicholas Ferroni
@NicholasFerroni

It is so important that nonwhite children have teachers that look like them, and it is equally as important that white children have teachers who do not look like them.

3:11 PM - 13 Jul 2019

282 Retweets 2,567 Likes
Notice that they say the “real victims” are the teens who broke into the car, stole the gun, then broke into the house and used the gun to commit murder.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (WKRN) - Three teens charged with the murder of a Nashville musician were thrown out of court Thursday for their behavior.

During their hearing, the judge said 15-year-old Diamond Lewis, 14-year-old Roniyah McKnight and the 13-year-old suspect were acting like they were "on a playground" and the "severity of the crime didn't have any effect" on them.

After court, Lewis's attorney said he believes his client is innocent of murder. He also had a message for Nashville.

"We're dealing with children, and everybody needs to be responsible. Everybody needs to lock their cars and make sure they don't leave their guns in there," said Michie Gibson. "A lot of people carry guns, and I do too, but I try my best to make sure it's not left in the car at night, and I never leave my car running."

“Victimhood is where it’s at. If there are not enough real victims, then fictitious victims must be created — as with the claim that there is ‘a war on women.’

...The real war — which is being waged in our schools, in the media and among the intelligentsia — is the war on achievement.”

Thomas Sowell
President Trump’s Wall Costs Less Than The Obamacare Website. Let that sink in, America.

TIM ALLEN

Hillary Clinton In 2013: “I Would Like To See People Like Donald Trump Run For Office; They’re Honest And Can’t Be Bought”

MARK SIMONE @MarkSimoneNY

Whenever there’s a shooting Democrats immediately start screaming for gun control, except last week when an illegal immigrant shot and killed a policeman. No coverage. No Democrats demanding more gun laws, no Schumer crying. No one even asking where he got the gun.

23:35 · 1/2/19 · Twitter Web Client

Educating Liberals @Education... · 37m

The Dems want to impeach a President for trying to expose a crime & then elect the person who committed the crime.

You can’t make this shit up.

61 · 801 · 2,105
I find it funny that Joe Biden is blaming a man who has only been in office for two years for the countries problems when he was in the Senate for 36 years and Vice President for 8.

4:28 PM · 27 Apr 19 · Twitter for iPhone

Sadiq Khan’s £1.7m online police unit brought just six trolls to justice

While:
- murder rates are surpassing previous records
- London is acid attack capital of the west
- moped gangs rob people in broad daylight
- gangs of ‘youths’ butcher each other with machetes
- fgm rates soar

At least the streets will be safe from these 6 trolls

- If you say ‘illegal alien’ while reporting somebody to the authorities
- If you’re deemed to mock somebody for their grasp of the English language
- If you say anything that can be considered hateful

You could face a fine up to $250,000 in NYC

Dosent this go against the first amendment?

NYC is not America
UK cops knew Muslim rape gangs were targeting schools 5 years ago, did nothing

Mother, 38, is arrested in front of her children and locked in a cell for seven HOURS after calling a transgender woman a man on Twitter

- Police officers detained Kate Scottow, 38, at her home in Hitchin, Hertfordshire
- More than two months after her arrest and she has had neither her mobile phone or laptop returned
- The complaints made by activist Stephanie Hayden led to arrest of Mrs Scottow

HORRIFIC BETRAYAL OF 1,400 CHILDREN

Asian gangs' appalling sexual abuse of young girls lasted 16 YEARS because people in authority were scared of being labelled racist if they tackled it...

Police dive into canal to rescue 150 Islamic books... only to find they were dumped there on purpose
Trump just said in impromptu news conference that he needs citizenship data for Congressional districting. So now we know. This is effort to deny political representation to non citizens.

Wait...what did she just say??!

“My accomplishments as Secretary of State? Well, I’m glad you asked! My proudest accomplishment in which I take the most pride, mostly because of the opposition it faced early on, you know, the remnants of prior situations and mindsets that were too narrowly focused in a manner whereby they may have overlooked the bigger picture and we didn’t do that and I’m proud of that. Very proud. I would say that’s a major accomplishment.”

– Hillary Clinton 11 March 2014

Wait...what did she just say??!

It is usually futile to try to talk facts and analysis to people who are enjoying a sense of moral superiority in their ignorance.

– Thomas Sowell

Wait...what did she just say??!
LEFTISTS HATE WALLS

...YET THEY LIVE IN GATED COMMUNITIES

LEFTISTS HATE GUNS

...YET THEY ARE CONSTANTLY SURROUNDED BY ARMED GUARDS

LEFTISTS HATE SCHOOL CHOICE

...YET THEY SEND THEIR OWN CHILDREN TO PRIVATE SCHOOL
Bush 41: We have a border crisis.
Clinton: We have a border crisis.
Bush 43: We have a border crisis.
Obama: We have a border crisis.
HRC: We have a border crisis.
Trump: Let's build a wall and end the border crisis.
Media: OMG, Trump manufactured the crisis!!
I'm kneeling to protest injustice against Black men in America!

That's odd. You joined Islam, a religion that still owns black slaves, and you don't protest against that!

This is a wall. Between Jordan and Syria. Why? To keep ISIS out. Want to guess who paid for it? The US. Yup, the US built a wall in Jordan. 274 miles worth. This was approved by the Dems in the house and senate. But, a Wall for the US is immoral. Apparently it's not immoral in Jordan.
Democrats:
“It’s physically impossible to go door-to-door & deport 20 million illegal aliens.”
Also Democrats:
“We’re going to go door-to-door & confiscate 400 million guns from 150 million law-abiding citizens.”

9:27 PM · 9/14/19 · Twitter for iPhone

The Dems...
-Let illegals break the law but want guns from law-abiding citizens
-Give “free” healthcare to illegals but punish citizens for not having it
-Give financial aid to illegals but not the kids of veterans
-And hate “Russian” interference but don’t care if illegals vote

8:40 PM · 9/16/19 · Twitter for iPhone

BREAKING: Self-identified ANTIFA operatives are filing false reports on Trump-supporting parents to Child Protective Services, and encouraging others to do the same, knowing CPS is liberal.

Lots of sources say this is happening -- don’t let them say this was a joke
Nothing strengthens the citizens of this country more than to tax those citizens in order to give those tax dollars to non-citizens:

Over 7,000 people in Massachusetts have been sent home or are working without pay during the #TrumpShutdown. Until @realDonaldTrump re-opens the government, I'm donating my salary to @HIASrefugees, a nonprofit that helps refugees and makes our country stronger in the process.

5:40 PM · 1/1/19 · Twitter for iPhone

1,540 Retweets 6,667 Likes

---

[Image of ENQUIRER magazine cover]

Obama & Hillary ordered FBI to spy on Trump!

When the National Enquirer is more accurate than CNN and MSNBC.
We're gonna impeach the Mother F**er!!

Trump Tweeted mean things

ILLEGAL ALIEN TENT CITY

US CITIZEN TENT CITY

Why are Democrats more outraged at the living conditions of illegal aliens than US citizens (their own constituents) living in squalor?
House Democrats consider masking identity of whistleblower from Trump’s GOP allies in Congress

House Democrats are weighing extraordinary steps to secure testimony from a whistleblower whose complaint prompted their impeachment inquiry, masking his identity to prevent President Trump’s congressional allies from exposing the individual, according to three officials familiar with the deliberations.

Democrats say Uranium One whistleblower provided no evidence against Clintons

King: oversight of uranium deal “appropriate” 01:41

[CNN] — Democrats say a whistleblower who has been a key component of a Republican-led investigation that’s targeted Hillary Clinton’s role in the approval of a uranium sale to a Russian state energy company provided Congress with no evidence of wrongdoing involving Clinton, President Bill Clinton or the Clinton Foundation.

And they say the Justice Department confirmed to Congress that the whistleblower, William Campbell, was an FBI informant who had credibility issues as a witness that ultimately led the DOJ to pursue other charges in a corruption case against a Russian energy official.
THE LEFT’S FACE WHEN THEY HEAR

KIDS ARE BEING SEPARATED FROM THEIR PARENTS.

THE LEFT’S FACE WHEN THEY HEAR

THE “PARENT” WAS A TRAFFICKER AND THE GIRL HAD BEEN RAPED BY 20 MEN.

AFTER MY NO FAULT DIVORCE I SUED FOR SOLE CUSTODY TO GET MORE CHILD SUPPORT, WINNING!

OMG HOW CAN THOSE MONSTERS SEPARATE CHILDREN FROM THEIR PARENTS
“And I just want to say to the men in this country, just shut up and step up.”
-Senator Mazie Hirono (D - Hawaii)

WHITE MEN CAN’T KNOW WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE UNDER ATTACK

LENA DUNHAM

Women have always been the primary victims of war.
Women lose their husbands, their fathers, their sons in combat.

- Hillary Clinton

DOESN'T THAT MAKE MEN THE PRIMARY VICTIM?
Educating Liberals
@Education4Libs

Killing an unborn turtle:
-$100k fine &/or up to 1 year of imprisonment

Killing an unborn eagle:
-250k fine &/or up to 2 years of imprisonment

Killing a full-term baby in NY:
-0 penalties & applause from the Democrats

Talk about INSANITY!
3/3/19, 6:31 PM
Opinion


Every pregnancy poses a “serious health risk” to the mother.

By Warren M. Hern
Dr. Hern is a physician and epidemiologist who specializes in late-abortion services.

May 21, 2019

Pregnancy is a life-threatening condition. Women die from being pregnant. We have known that for thousands of years.

---

If a pregnant woman drinks or smokes during pregnancy society says she’s a scumbag.

If a pregnant woman straight up kills her baby with an abortion society says she’s brave.

See the problem here?
8:32 PM · 13 Jul 18

---

Yes, of course I’m pro choice. I’ve had two abortions myself. I didn’t feel like having kids, and I don’t regret it at all.

---

Yes, of course I’m vegan. I do it for the animals. I just don’t like the idea of taking an innocent life for our own selfish reasons.

---

MANDATORY VACCINES NOW!!!
Government logic:
> Destroy family unit and gender relations through marxist & feminist propaganda
> Make it impossible for you to ever afford a house through market manipulation & utterly insane student loans that most people should never be allowed to get in the first place
> Tax the shit out of you to redistribute wealth to immigrants so you'll never be able to afford children even if you do manage to get a house and a significant one
Haha birthrates are falling so we better fund more immigration to make up for it! :^)

liberal logic: If your parents break the law to get you into college, you should be expelled. If your parents break the law to get you into America, you should receive a free education.

Gee It's almost like they have an agenda

Serious about stopping climate change? Have one less child, UBC study says

Without immigration, Canada's growth could close to zero in 20 years if low fertility rates persist: StatsCan

Want to fight climate change? Have fewer children

Refugee influx helps halt decline in Germany's population
Pictured: Eritrean man accused of pushing a young boy to his death in front of a train in Frankfurt - as it's revealed suspect was a poster boy for integration in Switzerland

- Habte Araya, 40, was pictured by a Swiss labour agency which hired him to work and gave him an interview in which he said he 'liked almost everything about Switzerland'.

He now faces charges of murder and attempted murder over the attack on Monday which has shocked Germany and left witnesses in need of trauma counselling.

The eight-year-old boy was killed on Monday as a high-speed ICE train was pulling into Frankfurt's central station, one of Germany's busiest.

Araya allegedly pushed the boy's mother onto the tracks at Frankfurt's main station, and tried but failed to do the same to a 78-year-old woman.

The mother, 40, was able to roll off the tracks at the last moment to avoid the arriving ICE train that killed her son.

Araya faces charges of murder and attempted murder over the attack on Monday which has shocked Germany and left witnesses in need of trauma counselling.

On Nov. 1, 2006, I found my wife, Adrienne Shelly, dead in her West Village office. Adrienne, an actor and filmmaker, had been brutally murdered by a 19-year-old undocumented Ecuadorian construction worker; he later said they were having an argument and, fearing she would report him and have him deported, he killed her and staged her death so it would appear to be a suicide. Our daughter was just 2 years old at the time.
“JUST BECAUSE SOMEONE IS HERE ILLEGALLY DOESN’T MEAN THEY BROKE ANY OF OUR LAWS”
Bataclan theatre

Want to fight climate change? Have fewer children

Next best actions are selling your car, avoiding flights and going vegetarian, according to study into true impacts of different green lifestyle choices

Refugee influx helps halt decline in Germany's population

Nation's population is growing again although longer-term trends still point to a decline - and the need for continued high levels of immigration
**JIHADI BEAST SNARED** Britain-based ISIS fighter who ‘beheaded more than 100 people while claiming £10k benefits in Birmingham’ is captured in Syria

Debbie White  
30 Aug 2019, 10:16 | Updated: 30 Aug 2019, 13:46

A BRIT-based ISIS fighter who allegedly beheaded more than 100 people while claiming £10,000 in benefits in Birmingham has reportedly been captured in Syria.

Belgian-born Anouar Hadouchi – dubbed the “executioner of Raqqa” – was arrested with his wife Julie Maes by Kurdish troops, says Het Laatste Nieuws.

---

**ETHNIC GROUPS FEAR BEING CLASSIFIED AS ‘WHITE’ DUE TO DIVERSITY QUOTAS**

Certain ethnic groups are opposing their classification as “white” on the upcoming 2020 Census because they say the diversity quotas of corporations and universities will hurt their educational and job opportunities.

---

**ANGEL MOM WENDY CORCORAN: MY SON ‘FOREVER SEPARATED FROM US,’ ILLEGAL ALIEN ‘RETURNED HOME TO HIS FAMILY’**

When her son’s alleged killer was deported from the United States this month, Angel Mom Wendy Corcoran said her family “knew early on that it was a real possibility” that they may never see justice in the courts.

---

No, the presidential election can't be hacked

By Tal Kopan, CNN  
Updated 4:29 PM EDT, Wed October 19, 2016

---

Where’s the outrage over Russia’s hack of the US election?

By Paul Waldman  
Updated 7:34 PM EST, Sat December 10, 2016
**Why are so many white men so angry?**

The last half-century has eroded their advantages, leaving them fuming.

By Steven M. Gillon
August 29, 2017

---

**Why women’s rage is healthy, rational and necessary for America**

Review of ‘Good and Mad: The Revolutionary Power of Women’s Anger’ by Rebecca Traister and "Rage Becomes Her: The Power of Women’s Anger" by Soraya Chemaly

By Carolec Lezada
September 21, 2018 at 3:30 PM
Oy vey! Nothing to see here, goyim.
'Second breakfast' should be a real meal, 62 percent of Americans polled say  

By SWNS  

NPR recently published the results of a poll they conducted, which shows a considerable number of white Americans believe they face discrimination.
At least our news media does not publish and promote stories that are completely false, oh wait...
Trade between China and North Korea grew almost 40% in the first quarter. So much for China working with us - but we had to give it a try!

4:21 AM - 5 Jul 2017

23,155 Retweets 94,020 Likes

The New York Times

POLITICS

Trump Criticizes China as Meeting on North Korea Nears

It was not clear where Mr. Trump garnered his 40 percent figure for growth in overall trade between China and North Korea. A South Korean group, the Korea International Trade Association, said on Monday that North Korea had exported as much iron to China in the first five months of 2017 as it did in all of 2016.

But the group also said that North Korea’s exports of coal to China remained frozen. Coal is the North’s most valuable commodity, and China cut off its coal imports this year. “North Korea still has some way to go before it recoups the loss of coal from its exports,” the group said.

China’s trade with the North grew 37.4 percent during the first three months of the year, compared with the same period in 2016, Chinese trade data released in April showed. China said the trade grew even as it stopped buying North Korean coal.
**Two dads are better than one**

By Ginger Gorman

Becoming parents was hard work for gay couple, Pete and Mark but they’d do it all over again if they had to.

> A shiny chick’s bike lies on its side on the front lawn of an immaculate garden.

> Around the back gay dads Pete and Mark chase their son’s pet chickens around, trying to catch them.

> Drake, 5, exclaims that the little birds are too fast for him.

> It’s a happy, relaxed family scene. But it wasn’t an easy read to get there. After many hurdles Drake was born by surrogacy in Russia.

> “We decided that we would have a child, that it was time for us to have a family. We wanted to experience the joys of fatherhood and we started our surrogacy over in the United States back in 2012,” Pete said.

> At the time, Pete and Mark were living and working in the

---

**SPORT RIO 2016**

**Rio Olympics 2016: Venue worker’s marriage proposal to Brazil player accepted**

By Luke Reddy
BBC Sport in Rio

© 5 August 2016  Olympics

> The couple have been together for two years.

An Olympic final, a medal ceremony and a marriage proposal — it was some night at Deodoro Stadium.

---

**NEWS**

**Rio 2016: Was Chinese proposal romantic or just a form of male control?**

By Tom Spencer
BBC News

© 15 August 2016  Asia

*“How romantic?” or perhaps “How could you do this to me?”*
Imagine the impression a reader might inadvertently receive if he only read the headline:

Good thing everyone reads every article.
Europe Needs to Let the Migrants In

Why an influx of new blood would be a shot in the arm for the aging continent.

BY PHILIPPE LEGRAS AUGUST 24, 2015, 8:25 AM

The Immigration Crisis Is Tearing Europe Apart

Fear of terrorism, Muslims, and refugees is driving the parties of the right and left further apart than ever before.

BY BRUCE STOKES JULY 22, 2018, 6:10 PM
Gawker Media on Men:

Even for a Minute, Watching Hulk Hogan Have Sex in a Canopy Bed Is Not Safe For Work but Watch it Anyway

Gawker Media on Women:

Old Someone Just Leak Nude Photos Of Jennifer Lawrence? (Updated)

A Judge Told Us to Take Down Our Hulk Hogan Sex Tape Post, We Won’t.

Porn Site Won’t Take Down JLaw’s Nudes Until She Proves She Owns Them

Fifty Books of Gay: The Wonderful Weird World of Fifty Olympic Swimmers’ Fundamentals

It should serve as no surprise, then, that the TSO’s (not Olympic games, and specifically Olympics esporting, having Iceland’s first three and Beijing’s of just 2k post) was the last but one to reach Olympic-sanctioned scores and other lessons learnt. If you’ve been around enough, there’s a sense of the power to be in the world of the extraordinary world, not entirely automatic varsity of Olympic swimming, and deep fundamental. It might just be the most Fifty Shades of Grey.

Should This Woman Have Her Life Ruined Because She Posted a Stupid Photo on Her Own Facebook Page?

Racist Teens Forced to Answer for Tweets About the “Nigger” President

Have you heard the news? Get down to a book of more blackface sarah,” writing the video that was caused by the BBC has put together to attract direct treatment for Olympic athletes of the 2012 London Games. Unfortunately, the BBC, broadcasting the “Reds to白内障” of the 2012 Olympic marathon footage of essentially a blackface-like picture captioning parts that require them to be normally such, showing it may vary as to the season this being over their heads, yells, and bawling appropriately, and playing some soft music while over it. Apparently BBC is too busy focusing on trying to make sense to another blackface matter.

Image of Esquire’s Jennifer Lawrence, Naomi Parker, appears prophetic as she act in films and lines spread like wildfire on Twitter. Some of the celebrity has commented, and of course, there can be instances that the picture is high. But let’s be real, they probably are. Picture in mind and south to east, especially pacific, one, southernmost of some of the most famous women on Earth.

Image of esquire Jennifer Lawrence, Naomi Parker, appears prophetic as she act in films and lines spread like wildfire on Twitter. Some of the celebrity has commented, and of course, there can be instances that the picture is high. But let’s be real, they probably are. Picture in mind and south to east, especially pacific, one, southernmost of some of the most famous women on Earth.
White House Admits Obama Skips Most Intelligence Briefings

President Barack Obama has missed more than half of his daily intelligence briefings since he came into power, a new report shows.

Obama has been to less than 44 percent of the vital meetings, the White House admits, with his attendance reaching a low point towards the end of 2011 and the start of this year.

His predecessor, George W. Bush made a point of having the meetings six days a week, and attending as many as possible, the American Enterprise Institute fellow, Marc Thiessen reports in the Washington Post.

Obama's attendance figures were prepared by the conservative Government Accountability Institute, and were not disputed by the White House. At one point he was attending fewer than two meetings out of five.

The independent

Donald Trump is wrong about a rigged election, scientists have proved

Presidential election: Voters can tell if they are participating in a 'rigged' ballot, according to... independent.co.uk

People are saying the election was rigged against Hillary. Here's how that would work

How would computer hackers have rigged the US election against Hillary Clinton? A comput... independent.co.uk
Thanksgiving has never been a celebratory holiday in my family. Whenever my family did cook we always gave thanks that all the Native Americans weren’t wiped out when Columbus “discovered” America. I never understood why my family was so against Thanksgiving. In school we drew turkeys with our hands and it was a happy time. It meant a couple of days off from school. My teachers made it seem like Thanksgiving was a holiday to look forward to. The New York City public school system told me what Thanksgiving was all about. I was very careful to segregate what they taught me when tested so I wouldn’t get a failing grade. When I was older though I was told the truth in my family.

The Syrian refugees are just like the Pilgrims.

The Pilgrims were genocidal religious extremists.

HUFF POST
How the teachings of Islam could help us prevent more sexual abuse scandals

11/22/17, 3:31 AM
65 Retweets 102 Likes

Islamic schools in Pakistan plagued by child sex abuse, investigation finds

11/22/17, 7:25 AM
18 Retweets 17 Likes
Edited photo of a criminal who was made to look White:

"Han ville bli en stjärna"

Whitewashing
The editor-in-chief of the Swedish tabloid Expressen has already admitted that the rumored practice of "White pixelization"— "the coloring of brown or black accused criminals that are made to look White in media pictures"—had been policy for years:

http://www.nationellidag.se/chefredaktor-erkanner-vitpixling
Without immigration, Canada's growth could close to zero in 20 years if low fertility rates persist: StatsCan

A growing proportion of Canadian women are choosing to have only one child - or none at all. The 2016 census figures peg the average national fertility rate at 1.6 per cent.

Serious about stopping climate change? Have one less child, UBC study says

To have a real impact, it would take major sacrifices. Why then, the study asks, do textbooks tell students to do their part by merely hanging laundry or recycling?

Why have four children when you could have seven? Family planning in Niger

Why have four children when you could have seven? Family planning in Niger. With the world's highest birthrate, Niger's population is set to double in 17 years. NGOs are providing contraception, but what if women want more babies?
The end of hisses, whistles and stares: we need to walk the streets without fear
Jessica Valenti

Two-thirds of women have been sexually harassed just for being in public. But the conversation has exploded, and now something needs to be done

One year later:

Men rarely catcall me any more. I hate that our culture makes me miss it
Jessica Valenti

To my great shame, the thought of not being worth men’s notice bothers me, even though I’m a seasoned feminist and I know better

Racism Did Not Cause Omar Thornton to Kill In Connecticut, (Mental Illness did).

Omar Thornton Killed 9 White people in 2010

Can we call it what it is now? Racism killed 9 in Charleston, NOT ‘Mental Illness’ (Op-Ed)

Dylan Roof Killed 9 Black people in 2015
'It should be illegal to call somebody fat on TV!': Body confidence advocate Jennifer Lawrence speaks out against 'fat shaming' in Hollywood

By KATHRYN COUCH

In the past she has been uncompromisingly frank about the unrealistic expectations placed on women in Hollywood when it comes to their weight.

And Jennifer Lawrence has continued to speak her mind as she used a recent interview with Barbara Walters to slam 'fat shaming' in the media.

The 23-year-old body confidence advocate told the veteran journalist that she thinks it should be illegal to call somebody fat on TV.

Scroll down for video...

"He's Fatman, not Batman!" How Jennifer Lawrence was reluctant to 'make out' with chubby Christian Bale in American Hustle

DI CAGYNAI REPORTER

Jennifer Lawrence wasn't too impressed with Christian Bale's weight gain for his role as her husband in American Hustle.

The 23-year-old, who's already an Oscar winner, got to know Bale, but it wasn't what she envisioned.

The fascinating star said during the production: "I finally get to make out with Christian Bale and he's a really fat guy." Revealed director David O. Russell to Us magazine.

The Huffington Post
9 hrs
Say goodbye to that waffle and spaghetti theory.

Science Says Men And Women Aren't Really 'Wired Differently'
huff.to

The Huffington Post
1 hr
Men commit over 85 percent of all homicides. Why?

You Should Know How The Male Brain Reacts To Handling A Gun
huff.to
California Today: 100 Million Dead Trees Prompt Fears of Giant Wildfires

By Thomas Fuller
Jan 29, 2018

This week a group of scientists warned in the journal BioScience that the dead trees could produce wildfires on a scale and of an intensity that California has never seen...

“It’s something that is going to be much more severe,” said Scott Stephens, a professor of fire science at Berkeley and the lead author of the study. “You could have higher amounts of embers coming into home areas, starting more fires.”...

Restrictions on logging have allowed forests to accumulate an overload of vegetation.

FACT CHECK

Trump’s Misleading Claims About California’s Fire ‘Mismanagement’

By Kandra Pierre-Louis
Nov 12, 2018

President Trump took to Twitter over the weekend, blaming the infernos on forest management...

His statements, which drew outrage from local leaders and firefighters, oversimplified the causes of California’s wildfires...

The administration and Republicans in Congress have supported calls by the timber industry to clear out potential fuel by letting the land be logged...

(White shooter targets black church)

"...we know the hatred across races and faiths pose a particular threat to our democracy and our ideals"

(Black shooter explicitly targets whites)

"It's hard to untangle the motives of the shooter."
**Trump, Offering No Evidence, Says Obama Tapped His Phones**

By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT

MARCH 4, 2017

---

**With an Oath, Complications In a Hotel Deal**

**Ethical ‘Minefield’ for the President-Elect**

By ERIC LIPTON and SUSANNE CRAGG

WASHINGTON — With a storm blowing, a fleet of limousines and security personnel moved down Pennsylvania Avenue twice in less than the last 24 hours to deliver Donald J. Trump to inauguration events.

But he was not heading to the White House. He was going to Trump International Hotel.

It was a fitting destination for these visits. Wednesday night and Thursday afternoon. Perhaps more than any other location in the Trump's real estate empire, the 262-room hotel epitomizes the convergence of Donald Trump, the global businessman and Donald Trump, the president-elect.

Conflicts that for months have been theoretical are now about to become real — most immediately a possible challenge by the federal government. It owns the building that houses Mr. Trump's hotel and has granted him a 60-year lease. From the moment he is sworn in as president at noon Friday, Mr. Trump may be in violation of that lease, given a provision that appears to prohibit federal elected officials from renting the Old Post Office building, the Pennsylvania Avenue landmark that houses the hotel, from the government.

---

**TRUMP ARRIVES, SET TO ASSUME POWER**

**WIRETAPPED DATA USED IN INQUIRY OF TRUMP AIDES**

**EXAMINING RUSSIAN TIES**

Business Dealings of Campaign Advisers Are Investigated

This article is by Michael S. Schmidt, Matthew Rosenberg, Adam Goldman and Matt Apuzzo.

WASHINGTON — American law enforcement and intelligence agencies are examining intercepted communications and financial transactions as part of a broad investigation into possible links between Russian officials and associates of President-elect Donald J. Trump, including his former campaign chairman Paul Manafort, current and former senior American officials said.

The continuing counterintelligence investigation means that Mr. Trump will take the oath of office on Friday with his associates under investigation and after the intelligence agencies concluded that the Russian government had worked to help elect him. As president, Mr. Trump will oversee those agencies and have the authority to redirect or stop at least some of those efforts.

It is not clear whether the intercepted communications had anything to do with Mr. Trump's current.

---

In Cabinet Hearings, Strong Rejection of Obama’s Policies

By MICHAEL D. SHEAR

WASHINGTON — President-elect Donald J. Trump’s cabinet nominees, while dodging some of their staunchest foes, have made clear during two weeks of hearings that they intend to work hard to sweep away President Barack Obama’s domestic policy by embracing a deeply conservative approach to governing.

A dozen hours of testimony, Mr. Trump’s nominees told senators that they favored less regulation, a smaller federal government, more state control over policy decisions and taxpayer money, and greater personal responsibility by Americans across the country.

The sometimes contentious hearings continued up until the day before the inauguration, as Mr. Trump temporarily arrived in Washington on Thursday to kick off three highly choreographed days that will usher Republicans back into full political power in Washington for the first time in more than a decade.

After arriving at Joint Base Andrews, a military base that will become Air Force One the next time he steps aboard, Mr. Trump visited the Trump International Hotel before making an appearance at the Lincoln Memorial, where thousands watched an inaugural concert.
It almost seems like they are intentionally trying to push a degenerate agenda...*almost.*

What does blue balls mean? Blue balls is a slang term to refer to a mildly painful feeling in the testicles of unrelieved sexual arousal. It can also refer to "sexual frustration" in general.

Blue Waffle - What does blue waffie mean? - dictionary.com
Blue Waffle is a fictional sexually transmitted infection (STI) that's believed to both turn the vagina blue and disfigure it. It's also said to originate from women who "get around" and/or their lack of hygiene. People say it only transmits from women to men.

It almost seems like they have some kind of bias...*almost.*
Oh cool!, Hmm. Now lets check out white couples

Hmmmmmm...
Polish People Celebrating Independence Day

Are Fascists and Nazis According to the Media

- The Guardian: 'White Europe': 60,000 nationalists march on Poland's independence day

- The Independent: Fascists march in Warsaw for Polish Independence Day in one of 'world's biggest' far-right gatherings

- BBC News: Thousands of nationalists, fascists march in Warsaw

- RT News: Thousands join far-right march in Warsaw on Poland's Independence Day (PHOTOS, VIDEOS)
“White nationalism infuses our political ideology”: Dylann Roof is just the beginning

CHP BERLET, WASHINGTON SPECTATOR

DYLANN ROOF’S MANIFESTO IS FLUENT IN WHITE NATIONALIST IDEOLOGY

The Washington Post

‘He was not a stable person’: Orlando shooter showed signs of emotional trouble

He was not a stable person: Orlando shooter showed signs of emotional trouble

Omar Mateen, Lone-Wolf Terrorist

What does it mean that the Orlando shooter pledged allegiance to ISIS

What does it mean that the Orlando shooter pledged allegiance to ISIS

Syed Faroq is an American: Let’s stop the Muslim vs. Christian debate and take a look at ourselves

Syed Faroq is an American: Let’s stop the Muslim vs. Christian debate and take a look at ourselves

White America is complicit: Charleston, Dylann Roof and the country’s real race war

White America is complicit: Charleston, Dylann Roof and the country’s real race war

Our terrorism double standard: After Paris, let’s stop blaming Muslims and take a hard look at ourselves

Our terrorism double standard: After Paris, let’s stop blaming Muslims and take a hard look at ourselves

KALI HOLLOWAY, ALTERNET

BEN NORTON

STEVEN SALAITA
Melania Trump’s RNC fashion: A scary statement

Updated: JULY 19, 2016 — 5:36 PM EDT

by Elizabeth Wellington, Fashion Writer @ewellingtonphl

Trump’s foreignness stands in stark contrast to her husband’s “Make America Safe Again” and “Make America Great Again” sloganeering, which he plans to accomplish with his anti-immigrant, anti-Muslim, anti-Black Lives Matter platform. In other words, anti-all things brown, as some might say.

So while Trump appeared flawless on the Cleveland stage Monday night, whether she intended it or not, her all-white ensemble displayed the kind of foreignness that is accepted by her husband’s political party. To many, that outfit could be another reminder that in the G.O.P. white is always right.

DNC Fashion: Hillary Clinton looked presidential in an all-white pantsuit

Updated: JULY 26, 2016 — 9:52 PM EDT

by Elizabeth Wellington, Fashion Writer @ewellingtonphl

Clinton loves monochromatic looks. She’s worn nearly every color of the rainbow. On Wednesday night she stunned in cobalt blue two-piece number. But it’s rare we see her in all white. White is hue that’s both soft and strong. But it was appropriate. Her acceptance speech was a coming out of sorts. Clinton’s white pantsuit is telling as she has arrived. This is surreal. A dream come true.

Most importantly Clinton’s white suit told America loud and clear that she joyfully accepted the opportunity to run for president of the United States of America.

Trump said Philly’s murder rate is ‘terribly increasing.’ It’s not.

Updated: JANUARY 26, 2017 — 2:41 PM EDT

Why is Philly’s homicide rate going up?

Updated: SEPTEMBER 16, 2016 — 7:57 PM EDT
Study Shows Frequent Sex Enhances Pregnancy Chances
Rooms with broken air conditioners are hot
Survey finds fewer deer after hunt
Death is nation’s top killer

I'M A JOURNALISM

WORLD
A WHITE FARMER IS KILLED EVERY FIVE DAYS IN SOUTH AFRICA AND AUTHORITIES DO NOTHING ABOUT IT, ACTIVISTS SAY

The time for reconciliation is over: South Africa votes to confiscate white-owned land without compensation

Tucker Carlson's professor has concluded a study on whether land is the product of racial discrimination.

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
I have asked Secretary of State @SecPompeo to closely study the South Africa land and farm seizures and expropriations and the large scale killing of farmers. "South African Government is now seizing land from white farmers."

@TuckerCarlson @FoxNews

Survey finds fewer deer after hunt

Donald Trump Is Actually a Moderate Republican
That’s why he’s winning.
By Jamelle Bouie

Donald Trump Is a Fascist
This isn’t a partisan attack. It is the political label that best describes what the GOP front-runner has become.
By Jamelle Bouie

White People in South Africa Should Stop Panicking About Losing Their Land: OPINION
Bernie Sanders says 'real unemployment' rate for African American youth is 51 percent

On the other hand, Sanders' choice of statistics actually understated his broader point. Since it's reasonable to assume that dropouts have an even higher unemployment rate than high-school graduates, the figure for "young people who have graduated high school or dropped out of high school," as he put it, is probably even higher than 51 percent, since that figure includes only high school graduates.

Trump misleadingly puts black youth unemployment rate at 59 percent

The unemployment rate reflects the number of jobless people who are actively seeking work as a percentage of the available workforce - defined as those who have jobs or trying to find one.

The May unemployment rate for blacks ages 16 to 24 was 18.7 percent. The rate for whites in the same age group was 9.1 percent.
Khizr Khan, father of deceased Muslim U.S. Soldier, delivers remarks on the fourth day of the Democratic National Convention, July 28, 2016 in Philadelphia, Pa. Photo by Aaron P. Bernstein/Getty

Khizr Khan’s words won’t soon be forgotten

By Steve Benen

Photo by Mark Peterson/Redux for MSNBC

RNC manipulates the pain of a grieving mother for partisan gain

By Steve Benen

Post Politics
Clinton questions whether Sanders is qualified to be president

By Juliet Eilperin and Anne Gearan April 6

Fact Checker
Sanders’s incorrect claim that Clinton called him ‘not qualified’ for the presidency

By Glenn Kessler April 7 at 9:32 AM

Follow @GlennKesslerWP
MSM LIES:

AP Politics @APPolitics

#APFactCheck: Trump wrong that Syria's Assad is fighting Islamic State militants. #debate
apne.ws/2e68TZ2

AP The Associated Press @AP

BREAKING: Syrian president vows to 'liberate' every inch of the country the way his troops took Palmyra from IS.
6/7/16, 7:18 AM

165 RETWEETS 124 LIKES

Elizabeth Warren @elizabeth Warren

Washington is rigged for the big guys - and no person has more consistently called them out for it than Jon Stewart. Good luck, Jon!

https://archive.is/cRzzB

Elizabeth Warren @elizabeth Warren

It's not rigged, @realDonaldTrump. You're losing fair & square. Put on your big-boy pants because this is what accountability looks like.

https://archive.is/J2L4p
WASHINGTON — At least 1,000 U.S. Secret Service agents, about a third of the agent workforce, already have maxed out annual overtime and salary allowances, a consequence of the contentious political season's unprecedented demands and the agency’s primary mission to secure the White House and its current occupants, according to agency records.

Secret Service agents stand watch as President Obama greets supporters after speaking during a rally in Philadelphia on Sept. 13, 2016.

WASHINGTON — The Secret Service can no longer pay hundreds of agents it needs to carry out an expanded protective mission — in large part due to the sheer size of President Trump's family and efforts necessary to secure their multiple residences up and down the East Coast.
Five very good reasons to keep the electoral college:

In Defense of the Electoral College
The Electoral College is widely regarded as an...
slate.com

11/12/12, 10:53 AM

The Electoral College is an instrument of white supremacy—and sexism.
slate.me/2eKDxCB

11/11/16, 12:47 PM

Schumer: Refugee pause may be necessary

Schumer gets emotional discussing Trump's immigration ban

THE HILL

November 17, 2015 04:12 PM EST

GREG NASH

By ALEXANDER BOLTON

Can we just stop talking about Hillary Clinton’s health now?

By Chris Cillizza • The Fix • September 6

The Fix

Hillary Clinton’s health just became a real issue in the presidential campaign

The Washington Post

January 29, 2017 12:30 PM EST

By Chris Cillizza • September 12, 2016 11:44 AM
Why a presidential candidate’s health isn’t a voter’s right to know cnn.it/2d59aY4

What we know about Donald Trump’s health
By Jacqueline Howard, CNN
Updated 1:47 PM ET, Thu September 15, 2016

Confirmed: Men who objectify women are effing horrible cosm.ag/6012WrBQ

36 Summer Olympic bulges that deserve gold 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆 🏆
#Rio2016 cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/g5982...

11 year old Swedish girl murdered on her way home from school in her nation’s capital by Muslim Jihadi after Friday prayers on April 7th 2017
Her biseected body strown across the street after being deliberately run over by Muslim illegal in truck attack

ZERO STORIES

WHY IS EBBA’S LIFE WORTH NO COVERAGE?
The media sure seems to be biased.

It is almost like the media is working together to intentionally deceive people...

I wonder what single factor could be uniting them?
If Jews represent just 2% of the U.S. population, would it be odd for a media organization (whose parent company has a Jewish president and Jewish-majority of C-level executives) to also have a Jewish President and Jewish Vice-President, a Jewish-majority of Executive Vice Presidents, and a Lead Political Anchor, Chief Political Correspondent, Chief Political Analyst, Chief Political Director, Chief National Correspondent, and Chief Washington Correspondent—all 6 of its “Chief” anchor positions—who are all Jewish, as well as a majority—at least 13—of the network’s currently-running shows having Jewish hosts?

It’s almost as if...
Would it be odd for all 5 divisions of a media organization to have both a Jewish Chairman and a Jewish President? What if its National Political Director, Chief Legal Correspondent, Chief Foreign Affairs Correspondent, and more than half of its executive producers and hosts were also Jewish? If the General Counsel, Sr. Executive VP, and Chairman & CEO of its parent company were Jewish as well?

It almost seems like...
If roughly 2% of Americans are Jews, is it odd that a newspaper’s Chairman & Vice Chairman, Publisher & Deputy Publisher, Managing Editor & Deputy Managing Editor, President & CEO’s spouse, Chief Operating Officer, and majority of its Directors and Exec. Committee are Jewish? What if its D.C., L.A., London, Paris, Rome, Berlin, Central/East Europe, South Asia, and Australia Bureau Chiefs, its Editor-in-Chief of its Editorial Page and Global, Magazine, and Business Editions, and its Chief National, International, Political, Domestic Affairs, Military, and White House Correspondents—all but one “Chief” Correspondent—are also Jewish?
About 20% of US taxpayer funded NPR's personnel are of Jewish descent.

As merely 2% of the United States population, why are dual American & Israeli Jewish citizens allowed to represent about 1/5 of the US taxpayer subsidized public radio station?
What are the chances that 2% of the US population would produce those who control the three biggest websites? Its almost like they're working together.
Michelle Goldberg  @michell...  · 9h

Does everyone realize that “clown world” is a relatively recent white nationalist meme that as best as I can tell is meant to convey nihilistic weariness at having to live in a world controlled by Jews?
Ask yourself why this would be considered "controversial"

Israel got:
$38 billion
Golan Heights
Their embassy moved
Now they're getting our military in Iran to send an "unmistakable message."

Meanwhile, we're being invaded and we can't send the military to our own border.

The message is certainly unmistakable: America, you come last.
“The Jewish tradition would reject Trump because of his positions. His domestic policy positions – such as building a wall to prevent Mexican immigration, deporting the roughly 11.5 million illegal immigrants currently in the country, and banning Muslim immigration – advance a stunningly cruel vision of America.”

~ Rabbi Michael Knoof in Haaretz, 24 February 2016 / archive.is/6e1fA

Meanwhile, in Israel...

Israel should kill violent illegals coming into their country.

American should house, feed, clothe, and educate violent illegals coming into their country.

Same author.
**Double Honk:**

-Killing a man after he rapes you: 40 years
-Engaging in consensual sex: 18 months

---

**Ex-Navy sailor gets 40 years for killing transgender woman**

JULY 21, 2017 / 11:01 AM / AP

PASCAGOULA, Miss. - A former Navy sailor has been sentenced to 40 years in prison for the 2016 stabbing death of a transgender woman in Mississippi.

Dwanya Hickerson, 21, pleaded guilty Thursday to murder in the killing of Dee Whigham in a St. Martin hotel room on July 23. Hickerson will also have to serve 15 years for a robbery charge. He could have faced the death penalty if he had gone to trial on the original charge of capital murder.

Hickerson said in court Thursday that he and Whigham had been chatting online for a couple of months but had never met in person. He said they decided to meet while she was in Biloxi with friends.

He said Whigham picked him up at the gate of Keesler and the two went straight to the hotel where Whigham was staying. He said after they had a form of sex at the hotel, she told him she was a transgender woman.

---

**Arab man convicted of rape for consensual sex with Jewish woman**

BY THE DEPARTMENT OF JUNE 27, 2010 IN JERUSALEM

Jerusalem - An Israeli Arab man has been sentenced to 18 months in prison for having consensual sex with a woman who had believed him to be a Jew.

Salhab Kashur, 30, of East Jerusalem was convicted Monday of "rape by deception" and sentenced to an 18-month jail term.

The sentence was meted out by the Jerusalem District Court as part of a plea agreement.

According to Haaretz, the complaint states the two met in downtown Jerusalem in 2008 and had gone nearby to have sex.

The man had apparently introduced himself as a Jewish bachelor but when it was discovered he was an Arab, the woman went to the police and filed a criminal complaint.

Kashur was detained by police and charged with rape and indecent exposure.

The BBC report that Kashur denied charges he impersonated a Jew, saying his nickname "Dada", a name more commonly used by Jews may have lead to the misunderstanding and suggested the verdict was racist.

If I were Jewish, they wouldn't have even questioned me.

That's not called rape, I didn't rape her in the forest and throw her away naked. She agreed to everything that happened.

Gideon Levy, a liberal Israeli commentator, was quoted as saying: "I would like to raise only one question with the judge. What if this guy had been a Jew who pretended to be a Muslim and had sex with a Muslim woman?"

"Would he have been convicted of rape? The answer is: of course not."

---

**Rural American Retweeted**

**Johann Wigandt @JohannWigandt · 54m**

It's truly amazing that there was a hearing today about White Supremacy that was in large part about how to shut down Whites from talking about Jewish supremacy online and the only representative for Whites allowed to speak was Candace Owens
Group raped girl until her abdomen broke - now they get severely reduced punishment

DOMESTIC: Three Africans filmed their bloody and prolonged group violence against a 13-year-old girl in Västerås. Then they uploaded the film online. But now the court of appeal chooses to almost halve their punishment - from eight to four and five months of youth care. A fourth rapist will not be punished because he is said to be a child.

On 14 June 2017 a 13-year-old girl was raped in a flat in Västerås. The three Somalis, reportedly born in 2000, were each sentenced in April for rape against a child, eight to 16 months of youth detention.

The judgement was appealed and the prosecutor demanded the perpetrator be punished.

Instead, Sara Hvidt has chosen to severely lower their penalty, and furthermore, release one of the Somalis from the charge of child pornography, as it is unclear if the videos if the child has completed puberty.

Two are now sentenced to five months in juvenile detention, with the third released having served only four months.

The Africans pined the young girl with alcohol then one of the men brought her into the toilet, raping her. After she left the toilet, three of the men brought her back in and raped her at the same time. This led to the girl’s abdomen "splitting" and blood began to pour out.

As she cried, she was raped again while the others watched. It appeared later that two of the Somalis had filmed her as she was repeatedly raped. The videos were the strongest evidence in the case and were played during the trial, wrote Sweden’s Television....

I scratch my head sometimes trying to figure out how anti-semitism ever existed.

Look at how Jews selflessly fund migrants into Europe while not taking any into Israel.

They deprive themselves of this great enrichment just so we can have it all. Truly God’s chosen people!

In Germany, Jewish funds help keep Mediterranean migrant rescue missions afloat

As thousands flee Africa on flimsy boats, just one ship operates in the area between Libya and Italy. A Jewish aid group is partnering up with others to help its operators
Jews:

> Possess literally the most hate-filled supremacist religious texts in the history of mankind.

> Possess a ruthless ethnostate based on those texts.

> Demand other religions say only nice things about Jews and carry warnings on their holy books praising Jews.

Jewish leaders call for new editions of the Bible and the Koran to carry trigger warnings highlighting anti-Semitic passages.
Titania McGrath @TitaniaMcGrath · 3d
Pug dogs are well known for their tendency to eat Jewish babies. Battery acid just stings a bit if you’ve got sensitive skin.

That’s the difference between jokes and hate speech.

As a comedian, you need to educate yourself. Fast.

Sam Russell @SamRussellComic · 3d
Replying to @JarvisDupont and @rickygervais
Or to put it another way:
So ‘Count Dankula’ as a joke gets a pug to do the Nazi salute and it’s called a crime... but Jo Brand makes a joke about throwing battery acid into the faces of political opponents and suddenly that’s fine with the same group of people...
Hypocrisy???

Jews in America
Haaretz.com ⚫️
@haaretzcom
More than 100 Jews gathered outside facility under slogan ‘Never Again,’ calling to abolish of ICE and for the closure of migrant detention facilities, which they deemed ‘concentration camps’

Jews in Israel
Israel to deport 40,000 African refugees without their consent
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has announced an unspecified international deal to expel some 40,000 African asylum seekers from the country. The Israeli Cabinet also voted to shut down a migration center.
When you are a jew-writer and you accidently let it slip to your goyim audience that niggers are your violent pets:

(((Anti-Semitic))...)

(((Anti-Semitic))...)

(((Anti-Semitic))...)

 Kingston police investigate cryptic anti-Semitic graffiti on Queen's University campus

News

The principal of Queen's University is calling it a hate crime; graffiti found on campus

SOUNDINGS

13% = 50?

AN EXHIBITION IN FIVE PARTS

Anti-Semitic slogans were discovered on campus Friday. Principal Daniel Woolf calls it the work of a "despicable coward".

Mayim Bialik

'Big Bang Theory' star Mayim Bialik slams NRA, calls for 'civil disobedience' to change gun laws

Mayim Bialik Explains Why She Donated Money to the Israeli Army

In a blog post, the Jewish-American actress provides three reasons for helping Israelis at war.
George Ciccariello
@ciccmaher

🧦 racist 🧦 speech 🧦 is 🧦 violence 🧦
1:06 PM · 31 May 17

814 RETWEETS 1,517 LIKES

@BradenHunt · 1s
Replying to @ciccmaher
You mean like this?

George Ciccariello
@ciccmaher

All I Want for Christmas is White Genocide
10:48 PM · Dec 24, 2016

49 RETWEETS 87 LIKES

Migrants accused of live streaming rape of girl WON'T be deported

RT @RT_com
Migrants expressing anti-Semitism in Germany could face deportation – reports on.rt.com/8wcn

1/6/18, 10:15 AM
POPEMOBILE
Because nothing shows your faith in God like 4 inches of bullet proof glass

Meanwhile, in Germany...
How did we get from this

To this?

Mercedes-Benz Canada
@MercedesBenzCDN

Join us in celebrating the values that unite us all. Today and every day. #DrivenByDiversity 🇨🇦
To see more, visit: bit.ly/driverbydivers...
#LGBTQ #LGBT #Pride #LGBTQcommunity #LGBTpride
#PrideCanada #PrideFlag #LGBTflag #loveislove
#lorewins #diversity

Oh yeah, honk honk...
For fag marriage!

For race mixing and 3rd world immigration!

To ruin western civilization!

Don't let him die!
He still owes the bank a 30 year mortgage!

You won't be stifling our Jews today goyim!

After we beat the Nazis we'll all be able to give our daughters to low IQ niggers!

Alright boys, time to kick some German ass!!

We're doing this for fag marriage, race mixing, and all sorts of degeneracy!

Let's do it!!

YEAH!!
THANK GOD

WE SAVED

SHARIAH FOR THE UK

NO BORDER

THE WEST

FROM HITLER

[Images of people celebrating and protesting with signs and symbols]
“Humanity would sink into eternal darkness, it would fall into a dull and primitive state, were the Jews to win this war.” - Goebbels, 21st Jan 1945
Y'know, speaking German sounds a whole lot better than a transexual mulatto grandkid...
Teen Pleads Guilty To 'Savagely' Beating WWII Veteran Delbert Belton To Death

Demetrius Glenn, 16, has pleaded guilty to killing a World War II veteran, and faces up to 48 years in prison.

Demetrius Glenn was 16 years old when he and an accomplice beat to death 91-year-old World War II veteran Delbert Belton. On Monday, Glenn pleaded guilty to murder, KHOU reported.

Twisted teen who killed WW2 veteran, 91, by setting him on FIRE jailed for 30 years

A TWISTED teenager brutally murdered a WW2 veteran by battering him to death before burning his body to hide his sick crime.

By Joshua Nevett / Published 3rd October 2016
Listen up, lads...
If Hitler gets his way, England won't be a safe place for North Africans to rape your grand-daughters. And that's not the kind of world my creditors want. Each of you must do your duty!
So Senior Prank at Liberty Union High School was to glue down a 3 foot dildo to the floor. They then covered it with lube to make removing said dildo, very hard. The school went into lockdown because of a giant dildo. I wonder how the school explained this lockdown to the parents.
Me so glad we saved world from evilz Hitler.
They have created a world now, where musically gifted, intelligent, talented white kids decide to sacrifice their lives to shoot up a synagogue.

(((They))))
Final Honk